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A Dangerous Book or
a Faulty Review?

A Reioinder to Robert \trilkin's
Critique of A Housr, Ur,urno?

\filliam D. Vatkins
Vice President, Publishing
Liberty, Life and Famil/

Virginia Beach, VA

Abraham Lincoln once said, "He has a right to criticize, who has a

heart to help."' As I read Robert Vilkin's review2 of Keith Fournier's
book,4 House United? Eoangelicals and Catbolics Togetber-A Winning
Alliance for tbe 21st Century,I a book I had a hand in producing, I had
no doubt that Vilkin's intentions were good. He clearly believed that
this book (from here on referred to as AHL.I presented an unbiblical
view of the Gospel, clothed it in Christian-looking garb, and tried to
present it as biblical to its readers. This, he believed, made the message

of AHU " dangerous," especially to "untaught believers" and others not
"well-grounded in the Scriptures" (29). Despite, however, \(ilkin's heart
to help, I believe his head missed the mark, thereby leaving his readers
with little help in assessing the message of AHU and its value for the
Body of Christ.

Before I move to my rejoinder of his review essay, I would like to
thank him for giving me the opportunity in this journalto respond to
his comments. Dialogue, particularly among God's people, is impera-
tive if we ever hope to learn what we hold in common and what we differ

' Abraham Lincoln, as quoted in The Harper Booh of Quotations,3rd ed.,
ed. Robert I. Fitzhenry (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1993), 115.

2 Robert N. Vilkin, "A Critique of Keith A. Fournier's A House United?
Eoangelicals and Catbolics Together: A\lhnningAlliance for tbe 21st Century,"
Journal of the Grace Eaangelical Society (Spring1995): ll-29. From this point
forward, page references to this review article will be cited in parentheses in the
main body of the text.

i Keith A. Fournier with Villiam D. rVatkins (Colorado Springs: NavPress/
Liberty, Life and Family, 1994).
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on and why.'Too often we resort to diatribes based more on suspicion,
misinformation, and fear than careful research, sound reasoning, and a
recognition of the value and dignity of all human beings as creatures
made as God's image-bearers. As the executive director of the Grace
Evangelical Society, Robert Vilkin, at least with me, has chosen to per-
mit dialogue-Christian to Christian. For that I am grateful.

Now to my response.

I. Contributions
To his credit, Vilkin strives to commend AHU in whatever ways he

believes he can. He praises the book's title and packaging, the propriety
of including in an appendix the text of the 1992 accord "Evangelicals

and Catholics Together: The Christian Mission in the Third Millen-
nium," the book's irenic spirit, and Fournier's demeanor, social activism,
unswerving commitment to "conservative morality," and "drive to make
a difference with his life" (12). He concludes, and accurately, that Keith
Fournier comes across in the book as a person who would give Vilkin's
review "serious consideratio n" (12).5

Furthermore, Vilkin displays a desire to critique AHU rationally,
biblically, and theologically. He seeks to avoid emotionalism and per-
sonal attacks.

* Dialogue designed to scek understanding and reconciliation has becn
occurring between Christians of various confessions for quite some time. Some

helpful resources on the content and fruit of such discussions are: Joseph A.
Burgess and Jeffrey Gros, eds., Grozuing Consensus: Church Dialogues in the
United States, 1962-1991 (NewYork: PaulistPress, 1995);JohnMeyendorff and
Robert Tobias, eds., Salvation in Christ: A Lutheran-Orthodox Dialogue
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1992); H. George Anderson and James R.

Crumley, Jr., eds., Promoting Unity: Tbemes in Lutberan-Catholic Dialogue
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1 989); G eorge Car ey, A T ale of Two Ch urch e s:

Can Protestants and Catholics Get Togetberi (Downers Grove: InterVarsity
Press, 1985); the now eight-volume series Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1 965- I 992); Geoffrey Vainwright,
Tbe Ecumenical Moment: Crisis and Opportunity for tbe Churcb (Grand
Rapids: \Vm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1983).

s After Keith Fournier read Vilkin's review of ,4HU, he called me on 3l July
1995 and told me he was glad Vilkin had attempted to interact intelligently with
the book. He was doubtful he would have the opportunity to write a rcjoinder
due to his busy schedule, but he thought the review was worthy of a responsc.
It was then that I told him I had already begun work on a rejoinder.
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\(ilkin is also forthright about expressing and examining his deepest
concern about AHU: its presentation of the Gospel. He believes that
what AHU teaches about salvation is unbiblical because it corresponds
to the Roman Catholic viewpoint. Therefore this is the issue on which
he focuses, considering other matters less importanr than this one.

Once again, I commend Vilkin for these aspects of his review.

II. Criticisms
lVith these points made, I would like to express the major problems I

have with Vilkin's review. I have no intention of taking the article para-
graph by paragraph, point by point, and detailing every jot and tittle
with which I disagree. This rejoinder would be too long and tedious if
I did that. Neither do I plan to defend the book's aurhor, Keith Fournier,
and all his beliefs. For example, I will not address Vilkin's objections
regarding Fournier's self-ascribed srarus as an eaangelical Christian ( 1 6-
18,24),even though I believe his objections can be adequately answered.
Nor will I respond to his assertion rhat Fournier is not a theologian 1a
conclusion, I suspect, built on a very narrow definition of theologian"l.
Fournier is quite capable of handling such matters on his own. Rarher,
my objective is twofold: (1) point out rwo errors \ililkin makes about
me, and (2) respond to five major criticisms lVilkin makes of AHU.

A. Errors of a Personal Nature
l. Co-author or \Writer?

Vilkin mistakenly refers ro me as the "co-aurhor" of AHU (28). If I
were a co-author, the word and would be found between Fournier's
name and mine on the book's fronr cover, title page, and copyrighr page,
but such is not found. Rarher, with is used ro link our names. The copy
on the cover and title page reads "Keith A. Fournier with \William D.
\Watkins," and the copyright page specifies that the book is copyrighted
in Fournier's name only. These are common ways in which the pub-
lishing industry indicates authors and writers.

Another indication of Fournier's sole authorship is his use of the first-
person pronoun 1 when referring to himself. He never uses zoe in a

context that would indicate the presence of another author.

6 See R. C. Sproul's thoughts on this matrer in his essay "Right Now Counrs
Forever," tn Tbe Necessity of Systematic Theology,2nd ed., ed. John Jefferson
Davis (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1978), 15-18.
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In addition, when Fournier passes out acknowledgments, he refers to
me as "my writing partner" who saw "this book through its many edi-
tions, helping me make its truths come alive."7 In other words, I helped
the author write his book. The book's arguments, viewpoints, and out-
line are largely his. I made some contributions in these areas and
facilitated the writing and editing of the entire book, but Fournier had
to approve everything because the book is his from beginning to end.

My participation as writer does not mean that I agree with every po-
sition or argument presented in the book (though I do, in fact, agree with
much of it). In my now sixteen years in the publishing industry, I have
worked with many authors who have expressed perspectives with which
I disagree. On the other hand, in all cases the authors were Christians
who embraced one of the many traditions within the realm of Chris-
tian orthodoxy.8 Some of these traditions were Presbyterian, Reformed,
Lutheran, Methodist, Evangelical Free, Baptist, United Church of
Christ, independent Bible, Bible Fellowship, Nazarene, Berean, Chris-
tian and Missionary Alliance, Foursquare Gospel, Evangelical
Congregational, Evangelical Covenant, Mennonite, fundamentalist,
pentecostal, dispensational, Anglican, Episcopalian, Eastern Orthodox,
and, yes, Roman Catholic. Vhile working with adherents of these vari-
ous traditions, I have learned a great deal about the breadth of Christian
belief and practice, and I have grown to appreciate the church's diver-
sity in spiritual unity.

Because I believe these traditions are rooted in orthodoxy despite
differences between them on significant theological and ecclesiastical
issues, I have no problem working with believers from these traditions,
including working with Keith Fournier, whom I also count as a friend
and know to be an untiring Christian advocate for the Judeo-Christian
world view.

? AHU,6.
8 By Christian orthodoxy I mean the body of agreed-upon Christian belief as

articulated in the creedal statements that came out of the church's first eight
(indeed, only) ecumenical councils: the Jerusalem Council of Acts 15, the first
Council of Nicaea (AD 325), the Council of Ephesus (AD 43 1), the Council of
Chalcedon (AD 451 ), the second Council of Constantinople (AD 553), the third
Council of Constantinople (AD 680), and the second Council of Nicaea (AD
787). Interestingly enough, there has yet to be an ecumenical council on the key
soteriological issues that took center stage during the Protestant Reformation.
This means that, unlike such doctrines as the Trinity and the Incarnation, many
important issues concerning the doctrine of salvation are still unsettled in the
church as a whole.
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2. Confused Protestant?

As evidence for his claim that "It is possible for a saved individual to
convert to Catholicism," \flilkin refers to me. He states, "I am convinced
that . . . Bill Vatkins . . . is in danger of doing that" (28). To support his
conviction, he quotes portions of a Septemb er 1994letter I wrote about
my interest in Catholicism (28, fn.36), then he concludes, "Christians
can become confused and can join groups, such as the Roman Catholic
Church, that believe and teach a false gospel" (28). I readily admit Vilkin
is right about two things: I have been saved by the grace of God through
faith in His Son, Jesus Christ; and saved people can-and indeed do-
convert to Catholicism. On the other counts, however, \(ilkin is
mistaken.

First, \Tilkin wrongly assumes that my letter was meant for public
disbursement. It was, as he says, "an open letter" (28, fn. 36), but he fails
to note that I wrote it as "an open letter to my friends and to those of
you who have influenced me the most."e I even opened my lerter with
the words "Dear Friend." This should have clearly indicated to \Wilkin,

to whom I never sent a copy of this letter, that this letter was personal.
Vhile I am not embarrassed by the public dissemination of my letter,
due to its personal nature Vilkin should have sought my permission to
publish any comments from it.1o

Second, Vilkin misrepresents what I said in my letter by failing to set

the quoted comments in their proper and explicit context. I wrote this
piece of correspondence to let my friends know where I was on my
spiritual journey and to dispel a rumor that I had "decided to become a
Roman Catholic." I denied I had become a member of the Roman
Catholic Church, and I even mentioned several aspects of Catholic
thought with which I still had "lingering questions," arnong which were
some matters related to "soteriology." From here I explained my draw
to Catholicism and detailed some of my struggles with Protestanr Re-
formed thought. It was in this context that I wrote, "At this point, I know
I am neither Calvinistic nor Lutheran in my doctrinal bent. In some
respects I find myself closer to lVesleyanism. I am also closer to the spirit
and many of the conclusions of Catholic thought than I ever have been
before. In fact, I prefer to refer to myself as a classical Christian than as

' William D. Vatkins, personal correspondence dated 24 Seprember 1994.

'o To Vilkin's credit. when I confronted him with this matter over the
telephone, he apologized, stating that he thought my letter was an open lerrer ro
the public. He further noted that he would take editorial steps to ensure such a

breach of privacv does not occur in the future.
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an evangelical Protestant, though I do not disparage the latter label for
myself or for others."rl

Therefore, my letter was meant to convey that I was not a Roman
Catholic, that I still considered myself an evangelical Protestant (more
\Wesleyan than Calvinistic or Lutheran), and that I most firmly identi-
fied with pre-Reformation Christianity-what I call "classical
Christianity." \(hile I did not rule out becoming Roman Catholic some-
time during my journey with God, I made it clear that I was not a

Catholic and that I had many questions about Catholicism to address
before I could ever become Catholic.

The fact that Vilkin failed to come to this conclusion shows his ap-
plication of an impoverished hermeneutic and his 

".qui"rcence 
to t[.re

logical fallacy of suppressed evidence. Concerning the latter point, lo-
gician Howard Kahane writes, "Anyone who conceals evidence
unfavorable to his own position is guilty of the fallacy of suppressed

evidence."12 Vilkin committed this fallacy when he failed to provide his
readers with the full context of my letter. For if he had presented my
comments in their context. he would have been unable to validate his
ooint.

In a follow-up letter to my friends dated 25 April 1995,1provided
this update:

I just wantcd you to know that some of thc doctrinal barriers that
have held me back from becoming Roman Catholic are still insur-
mountable to me and will likely remain so. It is not that I believe that
the theological differences between Catholicism and Protestantism
denote differences between heresy and orthodoxy. In this I take issue

with many Catholic and Protestant apologists and theologians. Rather,
I see many of the differences are related to differcnt answers given to
two ccntral qucstions: How far can exegetical and theological conclu-
sions be rightly extended? And what rolc will sourccs and disciplines
outside of biblical exegesis be allowed to play in discovering truth, es-

pecially as it is revealcd in holy writ?

The remainder of this letter briefly addressed each of these questions,
then ended by saying, "Vhile some of my disagreements with Catholi-
clsm remaln, my respect and admiration for the Catholic tradition have
deepened considerably. One day believers of all traditions and confes-

" Watkins, personal correspondence dated 24 September 1994.

'' Howard Kahane, Logic and Pbilosopby,2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: \fladsworth
Publishing Co., 1973),233.The bold-face type was omitted from the words
suppressed eztidence.
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sions will stand before their common Savior together, visibly united
forever. I look forward to that day, and I pray the Lord will use me on
this side of heaven to help heal the divisions in His Body. That healing
process begins with me-with each of us who claim Christ as our Sav-

ior and Lord."
Vhile my first letter does not give Vilkin adequate evidence to sup-

port his conviction that I was allegedly teetering on the precipice of
becoming Roman Catholic, my second letter certainly undermines his
conclusion.rs Hence both documents, taken together or separately, show
that Vilkin's interpretation is faulty.

Third, \(ilkin implies I am among those "confused" Christians who
sometimes join churches that "reach a false gospel" (28). Vell, if I am
confused, and I do not grant that I am, then my confusion is not due to
a lack of information, education, or association in theologically conser-
vative Christian circles, particularly evangelical Protestant ones. I have

twenty years of formal education (with concentrations in systematic
theology, philosophy, history, comparative religions, ethics, music, and

biblical studies), fourteen years of additional study on my own (particu-
larly in the areas of philosophy, theology, ethics, public-policy concerns,
apologetics, spirituality, and biblical studies), twenty-three years of
walking with God and serving Him in Christian ministry (e.g., teach-
ing, speaking, debating, counseling, evangelizing, preaching, defending
the faith, writing, editing, consulting), and sixteen years of Christian
publishing experience, which have included the publication of about
eighty pieces of my own work (e.g., popular articles, book reviews,
scholarly essays, trade and academic books, and Bible study guides).

Moreover, I have spent sixteen years studying Catholic thought, steep-

ing myself mostly in primary sources. Among the great Catholic thinkers
from the past I have read are Tertullian, Augustine, Anselm, Athanasius,
Bonaventure, Erasmus, and especially Thomas Aquinas. Some of the
many contemporary Catholic scholars I have delved into are E. L.
Mascall, Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, Jacques Maritain, Peter Kreeft,

ri I mentioned the existence of this second letter to \flilkin over the telephone
during the last week of July 1995, and he indicated to me that he knew nothing
about it. Of course, if \ililkin had contacted me to get permission to quote from
my first letter, I could have told him then that he had arrived at a false conclusion
concerning my relationship to Catholicism. And if my second letter had been

written by that time, I could have forwarded a copy to him as further substantiation
of my position. The bottom-line is that Wilkin could have reached me to verify
or falsify his conclusion at any time, but he never did.
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RichardJohn Neuhaus, Frederick Copleston, Etienne Gilson, Raymond
E. Brown, Avery Dulles,Josef Pieper, Hugo Rahner, and PopeJohn Paul
II. I have also pondered many of Catholicism's official statements of
faith, including the declarations of the Council of Trent, the Vatican
Council II, and the newly released Catechism of tbe Catholic Churcb.'o
And I have worked alongside, dialogued with, and grown close to sev-
eral committed Catholics. Through all of this I have attempted to
understand Catholicism through Catholic eyes, not Protestant ones.
Some critics may say this approach has blurred my vision. I would re-
spond that it has cleared my sight. It is the same type of approach that
most believing Protestants (and believing Catholics) strive to apply to
Scripture-namely, interpreting the biblical text in light of its milieu and
what the biblical writers actually said and believed, rather than inter-
preting it through the times, wishes, and beliefs of the exegete.

\(ilkin apparently believes that my state of mind or rationale of be-
lief or choices of association are confused. His justification for this
conclusion amounts to his interpretation of my September 1994 letter.
Since his interpretation is incorrect, he needs to muster more evidence
to substantiate his implication. Of course, if he does not mean to sug-
gest that I am confused, I would appreciate a statement to that effect.

Fourth, if I, or anyone else, became Roman Catholic, I would not
describe that as a dangerous situation. Contrary to Wilkin, I have con-
cluded from my studies that Roman Catholicism does not teach a "false
gospel" (28). And I do not believe that the book AHU does either.
(I will have more to say about this later.) If I thought that it did, I would
not have participated in the project. Indeed, Fournier would not have

eltner.

B. Responses to Five Maior Criticisms

Here I would like to focus on five charges Vilkin makes agarnst AHU
and provide my answers to them.

L AHU "never really supports its case from Scripture at all" (13).

Vilkin gives six arguments in support of this claim.
His first two arguments revolve around the citation of Bible verses.

He seems perturbed that most "references to verses" are given in
endnotes where "most readers will not read" them (13). Then, when
references are given, sometimes ten or more passages are "cited at once,"
which "means that the author rarely even attempts to support his points

ta Catecbism of the Catbolic Church (New Hope, KY: St. Martin de Porres
Community, 1994).
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with the \flord of God" (13). This is a strange conclusion indeed. If cit-
ing references to Scripture does not count as supporting one's points
by the Word of God, then what does? This practice may not provide as

full a support as detailing for readers the basis for one's exegetical con-
clusions, but that it fails to count as biblical suPPort in any sense is very
peculiar.

Indeed, if \ililkin wishes to lay such a charge at Fournier's doorsteP,

then he must apply it to himself as well. Vilkin also cites Scripture in
footnotes without providing explicit exegetical supPort for his conclu-
sions (see 17,fn. 14;20,fn. l8;25, fn.31). He also does the same with
extra-biblical sources-a book by church historian Kenneth Scott
Latourette (11-l2,fn. 2), and books by Zane Hodges andJoseph Dillow
(14, fn. 6). Does allthis mean that Wilkin really cannot contend that these

books and Bible texts support his claims in any genuine sense?'What's

sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. If Fournier is guilty as

charged, so is Vilkin.
The third argument Vilkin brings to the fore is that Fournier "never

once explains what a given passage means. He merely quotes or refers

to passages" (13). This is a peculiar assertion too' Vhile Fournier does

not usually engage in a detailed exegesis of biblical texts, he certainly
tells his readers what he understands the Bible to teach and in this con-
text he quotes from or cites references to the pertinent Scripture
passages.r5 Jesus Christ and the biblical writers often did this also (e.g.,

see Matt 9:1.2-13;12:l-8; Acts2:14-21; Heb 10:36-39;13:5-6;1 Pet 3:8-

12). Even Vilkin does it several times in his review of AHU (see 18, 19,

20,26,27).lf this practice means its practitioners are not supplying a
biblical case for their views, then not only Fournier but \flilkin, Jesus,
and many of the biblical writers are guilty too.

Vilkin's fourth argument is that because "usually" only "minor
points" in AHU receive biblical quotations or citations, the book lacks

a genuine biblical case for its message (13). Really? Here are just a few

of the "minor points" that occupy AHU: the Body of Christ as a vis-
ibly divided house;Jesus'prayerful desire that the Body be as one; Paul's

teaching concerning the unity of the church; Jesus' compassion for the

physical and emotional needs of people; mankind's fallen condition and

r5 For example ,see AHIJ,23-24 (onJohn 17:11,20-23;]ohn 3:16-17; Eph 4:11-

13),72 (onJas 5:16), 98-99 (on Neh 4:13-20), 101 (on l Pet2:4),105- 107 (on Matt
28:18-20;Gen 1:26-30; H eb 13112-14),120-33 (on Isa 5:20-21 ), chs. 9, 10, and 12

(which contain numerous NT quotations and references, as well as explanations

and background information).
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God's plan of redemption; the early church as a culture with shared lead-
ership, shared beliefs, shared Scriptures, shared pracrices and values, a
shared mission, and shared persecurion; the basis upon which Christians
of all traditions and confessions (Proresranr, Catholic. and Eastern Or-
thodox) can build alliances to change the culture for the common good.
I think it is obvious rhar none of these points are minor. and in AH u all
of them are backed by Scripture, 

", 
*"11 as by an array of other sources.

Vilkin's fifth argument cenrers on twelve Bible texts, all of which
concern the gospel message. Vilkin contends that these rexts must be
"explained" by Fournier in order for him to "establish the case thar
Catholics are Christians" (13). The implication here is that these texts
cstablish the evangelical Protestant understanding of salvation and un-
dermine, if not contradict, the Catholic view. \7ell, if Vilkin believes
this, he needs to demonstrate that these texts support his contention.
Dismissing Fournier's position by assertion and suggestion does not
suffice.

\Wilkin's sixth argument is that Fournier uses roo many Bible rransla-
tions. Vilkin calls this a "questionable practice" that gives "the
impression that the aurhor will cite whatever version states the rext as
he sees it" (14). I am uncertain what Vilkin is driving at here. I know
Fournier quoted from different Bible versions because he believed that
certain versions better translated certain verses. Given this, \Wilkin's
objection would amounr to saying that it is somehow a "quesrionable
practice" for an author to switch berween Bible translationi because he
believes that differenr versions besr translate different verses. perhaps
Vilkin would have preferred Fournier had used, say, rhe NIV througk-
out his book, even if Fournier believed that in some cases other versions
did a better job conveying the meaning of certain texts he wanted to
quote or discuss. I cannot see why any author serious about communi-
cating would consciously choose to do this. It is clear to me thar an
author should use whatever version best conveys a text's meaning. This
is exactly what Fournier sought to do.

Perhaps, however, Vilkin is suggesting something else. Maybe what
Fournier did bothers him because it gives the impression that Fournier
was presenting his beliefs in a way that appeared to accord with Scrip-
ture even when he knew such was not the case. This interpretation of
Vilkin's argumenr fits better with his desire to demonstrare rhat
Fournier fails to supporr his case biblically. However, if this is what
\Tilkin means, then he needs to move his criticism beyond the mere
impression of impropriety in order to give it adequate support. This
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would entail him showing that Fournier did use different Bible versions

to deceive his readers int6 believing that his faith convictions are bibli-
cal when they are not.'wilkin has not done this. Innuendo and suggestion

are Iar cries from demonstration.
vith this said, I have covered and found wanting all of \(ilkin's ar-

gumenrs in support of his claim that AHU does not offer any genuine

6lbt;."t ,,rppo. for its case. AH(J does' indeed, offer a 
're^t 

deal of

biblical ,rriiotr, especially for its main contentions' The book may not

supply a loiof *ord studies,u or cite a slew of commentaries or address

Ai"f tn. Bible passages rhat would have satisfied Vilkin. But none of

this entails the conclusion that Fournier offers no, or very little, real

scriptural support for his beliefs. That conclusion is unfounded'

2. AHU relies on human experience to Prove its case (14-16)'

..Instead of establishing his case from the Bible, Fournier uses experi-

ence" (13), states \ilflilkin. obviously vilkin finds human experience an

unacceptable criterion for demonstraring trurh. As he states, "Experi-

ence is excellent for I llustrations of truth which has been established from

Scripture. However, experience is absolutely zaorthless for establishing

trut'h-especially experience conrrary to Scripture" (15, italics added).

I *onderio* *;tt i" knows it is true that he exists or leads an organi-

zation called the Grace Evangelical Society or is an alumnus of Dallas

Theological Seminary withoul appealing to his own experience or that

of otheis. None of these details of his life, nor any others for that mat-

rer, are menrioned in Scripture. But if they are not there, then according

to his own criterion not only he but the rest of us can never establish his

reality, assuming, of course, that "experience is absolutely worthless for

establishing truth."
perhaps fu;tH" does not mean rhat human experience can establish

no trurh:, since that leads to some obvious epistemological difficulties

for him personally. He may mean instead that human experiencecan-

,ro, .r,"blirh-th"t is, support'7-any truths /o und in Scripture ' lf this

is how his commentr rho.tid be interpreted, his position is still seriously

flawed.

16 I would like to point out' however,thatAHU does contain some word

studies, which are mostly brief. For example, see PP. 26 (christia,n), 34

(ewangelion 
^nd 

euargelizo), 1'02 (apologia), 161 (genos),209 (death)' 223

(aicarius), and 224 (anti, antichrist).' 
't.l{ilkin uses words such as support, make bis case, and prooes as rough

synonymns lor establisb (15), hence my reason for interpreting him this way.
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First of all, the Bible itself records instances where human experience
validates critical events an_d_teachings. For example, when -"ny p.opl"
encountered Jesus, heard His teachings, and witnessed His -i.".rl.ru,power' they came to believe that He was who He claimed to be: the
long-awaited Messiah, the Son of God and son of man (Matt 16:r3-20;
I. uke 5:4- 1 1;7:18-29;lohn 4:l-42,46-53;9:1-38). After jesus' ,"rr...._
gio1, He provided further empirical evidence to His foilo*e., that He
had indeed conquered sin and death and therefore was truly th. *"y,
the truth, and the life for all the world (Matt 2g:9- r o ,16-20;Luke 24:13-
53; John 20:14-31; 2l:4 - 14). The apostles' experience of Jesus had such
confirming power that John appealed to it in the openirig words of his
first epistle as evidence that hii message was rrue and should be heeded
(1 John 1:1-4).

Extra-biblical human experience also provides evidential support of
biblical teachings and_predictions. For insiance, rhe history of the .hu.ch
confirms the truth of Jesus'prophecy that the gates of hell would not
prevail against His church (trratito:t's;. The mo"ral, spiritual, and theo-
logical d.ownward spiral of twentietir-century western civilization
verifies the truth of Rom r:18-32. Even the life and testimony of .u..y
christian gives additional verification that God is alive and well and at
work on planet Earth, and that what He has revealed to us in nature.
human experience, church history, and His written vord is ,.u. ".ricertain.

Fournier draws on many facets of human experience to demonstrare,
not just illustrate, various biblical teachings. He even reveals much about
his own life as testimony to God's redemptive and transforming *ork
and. unfailing faithfulness..In this way he^is following in the foStsteps
of the apostle Paul, who also appealed to his experierrce *ith the Lord
as verification of his conversion and mission ani of Jesus' resurrecrion,
deity, and salvific gift to humankind (Acts 22:1-21;26:l_29\.

Human e_xperience docs help us discover and verify truth, incruding
many significant trurhs found in Scripture.r8 Fourniei understands this
and utilizes it effectively in AHU.

^,r8 
Defenses of this epistemological position can be found in Norman Gcislcr,

Chri.stian Apologetics (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, lSZe); Stuari C.
Hackett, Tbe Reconstruction of the Cbristian Reoeration Claim: A piilosophrcal
and 

.Critical Apologetic (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, lgga); Ja'cluesMaritain, Degrees of Knowledge (New york: charles Scribner's sonr, rsls);
Etienne Gilson, The Unity of pbilosophicar Experience (vcstminster, MD:
Christian Classics; County Dublin, Ireiand: Four Cou.ts press, 19g2).
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3. AHU presents an unbiblical view of the Gospel (18-20)'

Here we finally come to the crux of the matter' Does Fournier present

arrunbiblical gosp.l which is really no gospel at all? Is the Catholic

,rni".rr"r,aittfof ,aluation contrary to Siripture and therefore a false

eospel? \flilk; obviously believes ihat each of these questions should

B" 
"lr.,r*.r.d 

positively. T'his is a very serious charge that deserves a forth-

right answer. On th" other hand, given th-e space limitations I have been

all'ott"d, I will not be able to 
".rr*1, 

it as fully as I could. Therefore, the

following comments will have to suffice'

Neithe"r Fournier nor I believe that the catholic understanding of

salvation is a "differenr gospel" (Gal 1:6) from the one presented.in Scrip-

ture. It certainly is in -any resPects different from that taught by many

evangelical Prot"st^nts. of course, even evangelical Protestants have

difi.ii.,g interpretations. Some believe in Lordship Salvation, while oth-

.rr, i.r.ftrdingVilki.t, do not (24). Some believe water baptism plays a

uit"l .ol. in rlgeneration, while others' such as Vilkin, give. it less-er..sig-

nificance (20)ISome believe salvation can be lost, while others, Vilkin
included, deny this (19). Some believe that the Lord's Supper is a chan-

nel of God's iorgi',r.n.r, and empowering grace, while others' such as

Vilkin, girre it "$ecial meal" st"iut b.,t reiect it as a means of enabling

or life-giuing grace (20). Some believe that infants, when baptized'.are

,"g.n..""t"d"bi th. Hoiy Spirit, while others would agree with \ililkin
thlt one -rrri b. able to e*..cire one's own faith in order to be saved

1i01. So-. believe salvation is in many senses a Process, while others

,ia. *itl, vilkin claiming that salvation is an instantaneous event that

occurs the 
..very momenr;a person "trusts in Christ" (19). Soteriological

differences also abound 
"-ong 

such issues as the relationship between

predestination and the human will, whether humans are free in any re-

lp..t, *h"t constitutes eternal torment, whether faith itself is a gift or

,i-piy a natural means to receiving,the gift of salvation, the meaning

".rd 
."r..r, of human corruption, and the relationship between law and

gospel.''

re A few of the many sources rhat detail some of the variety of soteriological

belief among Proresranrs are: Alan P. F. Sell, Tbe Great Debate: Cahtintsm,

Arrninianisi, and Salvation (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1983); Clark

H. Pinnock, ed.,The Grace of God, the Witl of tvtan (Grand Rapids: Zondervan

publishing House, 1989); John Sanders, No other Name: An Inztestigation into

tbe Destiiy of tbe {Jnevaigelized(GrandRapids: \Wm' B' Eerdmans Publishing

io., tssi); Ronald H.\ash, Is Jesus the Only Sayior? (Grand Rapids:

Zondewan publishing House, 19Si), and Great Diaides: IJnderstanding the
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Since these differences (and many others) are found among evangeli_
cal Protestants (not to mention christians oi other orthodo* iaditio'nr),
the question arises, vhich understanding of salvation will become the
standard by which the catholic view wil'i be measured? The answer is
plain in wilkin's review: The standard is Dzi understanding 

"t,"i"",r"",which he identifies with what the Bible teaches on the ,rrb]..t. He does
not demonstrate that his view is indeed the biblicalo.,e. In fa.t, h" Jo.,
what he accuses Fournier of doing: He declares his beliefs to fe bibli-
cal, then he cites a handful of Bible references ro supporr his assertions,
but,he,does nor exegere any of the cited texrs (see i,i-201. Neither does
he deal wrth' much less cite, any of the texts that other protestants and
Catholics could use to challenge his views (e.g., John 3:5 and A.r, Z,:S
on baptism; Matt l3:20-2t and Heb 6:4-g on'whether salvation .r' b"
lost). vilkin does nor even acknowledge, except in the case of Lord-
ship Salvation, rhar evangelical protestaits h"u. ,ny differing views on
the bib.lical.teaching of soteriology. Even when he -".,tio.,rihi, ,i.,gl"
exception, he dismisses it out of hand as an unbiblical position (24).
Clearly.we lf:.:i--ply supposed ro accepr his interpret"r'ior, 

", ;;;r_thorirative, biblical one. perhaps that approach satiifies the editors and
readers of this journal, but t lind it wliolly inadequate, a'd t *ould
imagine so would the many other evangelicar protesta.ri, *ho wourd
not embrace m.any. aspects of \Wilkin's understanding of soteriology or
hrs attempr to jusrify them from Scripture.

Of course, Vilkin's theological pronoun."-enrs go beyond evangeli_
cal Protestant thought and move into catholic thJor"gy. H. dl.[.",
that Fournier's view of the Gospel is "nor the Gospel oTih. gibl.. t, i,
not the-message of salvation by grace through faiih alone .pr., f--
works. It is not a free_gift. Inste-ad, it is the goJpel of Rome: ,"lr,",io.rty
grace throughf airhplus z.oorhs" (1s). Is this true? Does Fournier believe
that faith plus works saves us ? According to \Wilkin, Fournier doer, .".r,
though he "never atremprs to explain h"is view of th" gorp"l in dltail"

Controoersies tltat Come. Betw.een Christians (colorado Springs: Navpress,
1-993); David B-asinger and Randall Basin ger, eds., predestinaiionznd Fr* wiil,
Four Viezps of Dfuine Sovereignty and-Human Freedom (Downers C.ou.,
InterVarsity Press, 198_6); ?eter Toon, Justification and Sanctificaiion
(Vestchester: Crossway Books, l9g3); Melvin d. Di.,.. et al, Fhte Vir*, u,
Sanctification (Grand Rapids: Zondervan publishing House, lgg7); Ed*ard
Fudge, "How Vide Is God's Mercy?," Christianiy fodoy 1zi lpr;l'iWi\,lO_
33; "The Status of Justification by Fairh in paul's Thought: n nrief srr*.y oi 

"Modern Debare," Themelios (April 19g1): a_11.
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( I g) but scarters his beliefs on this poinr " here and there throughout the

f ""f." 
(19). Vilkin even suggests Fournier *as not being as ca-ndid with

hi, ,."j"., as he should h"r'l.-b".n, "It would have been more forthright

ro have a chapter in which he [Fournier] explained and defended his view

of the Gospel' (19).

t find Vlilkin mistaken on all these points. Fournier does not believe

in salvation by faith plus works. In fact, he addresses this charge in sev-

eral respects i' Ch"pt". 1 and in other places of the book. But he most

fully "ni 
directly ,.rpo.rdr to this accusation in Chapter 12, a fact'Jflilkin

fails to reveal to his ieaders. (The fallacy of suppressed evidence again.)

There Fournier introduces his discussion this way:

Manv Christians misunderstand the Catholic theology of salva-

tion as one of salvition by "good works"' Catholics, they s.ay'-try. to

earn Jesus' accePtance i.tio A."t"tt's gate by Performing deeds that

*ouli pl."r. Hlm... They believe catholjcs have reiected the.true

gorp.l of ralu"tion by faith alone through Christ alone by grace alone'

inri."d, they charge' Catholics have accepted the false gospel ofsal-

vation by f"ith pl"i good works aPart from grace, which undermines

Christ's redemptive work on the cross'

Although some Catholics, as well as some Protestants' have

adopted the .gospel', of faith plus good works equals salvation,.this

view does not refresentCatholic theology. As we will see, there is an

integral place foi the deeds of faith (not deeds done apart from or in

"ddilion 
to faith) in the salvarion process, but this must be understood

in light of the fu,tl erpression of the biblical concePt o{ salvation. And

thir"u.,de..tattdittg flo*. from the biblical view of the human di-

lemma.zo

Fournier follows this introduction with a discussion of human

fallenness, in which he concludes "rhat all bun'tan beings are m.2rally,

intellectually, emotionally, aolitionally, spiritwally, and- p.hysically yr-
rupted brriurc of sin. As aconsequence-tf the original sin of.our first

pJ...r,r, *. h",r. inherited and surrendered ourselves to a distorted,

.o...rpt.d nature. we have dug ourselves into a pit.so deep that we can't

climb out of it."2r The only way out of this pit is through christ, states

Fournier: "Vhen *. p1".. oui,rrrr, in Him, God's undeserved gift of

salvation from sin becomes ours."22 Then Fournier quotes as supPort

one of those passages \Wilkin says he never discusses-Eph 2:8-9'

,O AHU,2O8,
,t AHU,211.
,,4HU,212.
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From here Fournier moves on to talk about justification and grace.
In part he writes:

vhen I exercise faith in accepting God's free gift of grace in christ,
the Holy Spirit converts me and the.eby brings 

"boJt 
.ny justifica_

tjo1. fM9v9d by grace, I'm turned to*rri God lnd a*ay from sin. I.,
the biblical imagery [which Fournier had detailed ea.lie.], I'm set free
from sin, my sighr is resrored, I'm made alive in Christ, i b"co-e the
recipient of His matchless riches, my deepest wounds are healed. I am
no longer separated from God but.".o.t.il"d to Him. The corruotion
sin has wrought is reversed in my life. In fact, in the very."nr", of _y
being, I am c-hanged. I am nor merely forgiven, thorg(th"t o..r.r-i
am also purificd; I am made a new creation. put a.,oihe, way, justifi_
carion nor only declares_ me righteous but makes -" .ight.o,.r..
"Justification is not only rhe remission of sins, but also the sanctifica-
tion and renewal of the interior man." God makes me just, He doesn,t
just declare me so. He cleans my sin record and purges me of my sins.2l

Regarding justification and sanctification, Fournier exprains: "Though
y" -"{ be justified by faith in a momenr, our ;'ustificaiio., i, deepened
through the sanctificarion process. This day-to-day process -"k., ,,
holy, not at once' but over the period of o.r. lifetimis. coa *o.t , i'
our lives th.rough the virtues of faith, hope, and love to bring this result
about. And in that process, He gives usihe prirrilege and 

"b";li,y 
,o .o_

operate with Him. Among these virtues, l,ove is the greateri 
", th"

Apostle Paul told us ir was: 'And now these three ."-""i.r, faitir, hope
and love. But the greatesr of these is love.,"2o

. Do certain aspects of this catholic understanding of salvation differ
from some evangelical Protestant perspectives? yes. Are these differ-
ences due to a faith-plus-works orieniation? No. Fournier explicitly
rejects this interpretarion, and he does so because the catholic ihrrr.h
does not reach it.2s wilkin, however, either does not rcalize this or thinks

,T AHU,212,
L AHU,216.
rs Apart from,4HU, which he.misinterprets, vilkin never cites any catholic

sources in support of his claim that catholicism teachcs salvation bv f"ith ol.r,
works. Some excellent sources, aside from AHIJ,rharcould have.J-..i.it,i,
interpretation are; catechism of the Catholic Church,40-45,4gr-go; H. Georg.
Anderson, T. Austin Murphy, andJoseph A. Burgess, eds.,rlz sttfication by Faith,
Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue v11 (Minneapolir, iugrbu.g hdr;.hi.,g
Housc, 1985); Alan Schreck, carholic and christian (An"n 416or: Servanr
Books, 1984), ch. 1.
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the charge of faith plus works still sticks anyway. \filkin reasons that

because Fou.nier belie.'"s that such things as water baptism, Persever-

ance in charity, and the need to sustain, nourish, and deepen one's

relationship to christ are integral to the salvific Process that this means

he believes in salvation by faithplus works (19). It is true that Fournier

believes rhere are "deeds'o/faith" that play a vital role in salvation, but

he denies that these deeds have any salvific value "apart from or in ad-

dition to faith."2' As he clearly says:

The integral relationship berween faith and works has long troubled

-".ty b.i.u".s of all traditions. But the Catholic theological un$e1-

,,rrriing of the biblical reaching is clear: We,are conaerted to Cbrist

by fatti, not because of ou, goid worhs; and ute do good works only

iriorr, *, batte tbe divine yrac, to do so' Our good works flow out

of our love for God and that *hich God loves, His creation. Faith must

express itself dynamically in a life of love. As Paul describes it, what

co..,nts is "faith working through love'" [Gal 5:6] Faith and works go

rogerher in God's Family-life plan. virhout faith, works have no ev-

.rirrting value. Vithoui*o.ki, faith has no everlasting value e.ither.

Works lp".t f.o. faith are dead; faith apart from works is dead also.

If faith is genuine, good works will{ollow, and if good works are genu-

inely of dod, ,"r'i.tg faith will be present' Faith and good works are

inseparable."

In light of all this, I think \wilkin's criticisms of Fournier's soteriology

"-or'i, ro no more than magisterial-like declarations which ignore (or

suppress?) Fournier,s explanations and defenses of the catholic perspec-

tive^. Vilkin erects a straw man' attemPts to knock him down with

inadequate criticisms, then declares victory on behalf of the "true gos-

pel" and biblical integritY.
' To ,op it off, nowh*erein his review does vilkin indicate a belief that

Fournier is saved. He commends Fournier for a number of things' but

he never grants rhar Fournier is a christian, and this despite all the.evi-

dence to ih" .o.t.r"ry, including Fournier's testimony of-faith and the

obvious fruit of his faith (cf. Matt 7:17-20; 12:33-35; John 10:37-38).

\wilkin is careful to say that catholics can be saved, but not by "believ-

ing the gospel a, taught in catholicis m" (27).Since Fournier does believe

l'ihi, 'iorp.l," h. it,rrt not be saved, Vilkin has apparently reasoned'

Vhat FJurnier needs to do, therefore, is to accePt the Gospel accord-

26 AHIJ,208, italics added.

'1l 4HU,217.
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ing to vilkin. Given what vilkin argues and how, it is hard to escape
this conclusion. But as I have argued, the case \filkin presenrs for his
view of the Gospel is entirely inadequate for anyone to base their eter-
nal destiny upon it.

_ My conclusion, therefore, is thar an unbiased reading of ,4IlU shows
that vilkin's assessment of Fournier's soteriorogy is'invalid and un-
sound'28 And since his critique fails on this, his -oit.".rtr"l concern of
AHU, the reasoning of his enrire review is in serious doubt. It is not
Fournier's book that is "dangerou s" (29),as vilkin claims. It is vilkin,s
review that is faulty and misguided.

4. AHU "sweeps under the rug" important differences between evan-
gelical Proresranrs and Catholic, pO-2.17.

\(ilkin says that "Fournier does not state what his areas of difference
are" with Protestants, particularly those differences thar keep catho-
lics and Protestanrs from enjoying "table fellowship tog.th.. 

"t 
th"

!9.i'r lypp"." (21).It is true that Fournie. do", .,oi p.o"lrid. a list of
all the differences between catholics and protestants, though many of
them are listed in the "Evangelicals and catholics Togethe.';do.rr.,i.n,
reprinted in AHU's appendix.2e rhere was no real n..d to focus much
attention on the many issues that divide cathorics and protestanrs.
Books dealing with the differences abound,ro and most protestants and
catholics have ample opportuniries to learn about at least some of the
more divisive issues in their various church communities . AHtJ largely
assumes that catholics and Protesranrs, particularly those of th. .i".r-
gelical persuasion, will have some information about the conflicts and
probably a good idea where they stand on those marters. \what Fournier

'?svilkin candidly admits he approached AHIr with a bias against catholic
teaching, panicularly in regard to the catholic understanding ofih" gospel (16).,, AHU,341 .

r0 In addition to the many excellent sources cited in nore 4, some others have
recently been published that in my opinion are less informed and ofrcn more
inflammatory in their rhetoric and reckless in their charges. Two of thcse
publications are Dave Hunt,,4 'woman Rides tbe Beast (Eigene, oR: Harvcst
House Publishers, 1994), and John F. MacArthur, Recktei Fa.ith: \x/ben the
Church Loses Its will to Discern (\whe aton: crosswav Books, r 994). Two morc
responsible and scholarly publications, yet, in my view, still flawed, are JonnArmstrong, ed., Roman Catholicism: E,angelical protestants ,lnoly* Wbot
Divides and IJnites IJs (chicago: Moody preis, 1994), and Norman ieisler and
Ralph MacKenzie, Roman Catholics and Er.,angelicak (Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House. 1995).
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chose to do was to focus more on our commonalities rather than our

differences and to deal more with our attitudes and actions toward one

another and how we can better channel our resources for the common

good of the culture. This is what makes,4HU unique; this is its. greatest

iontribution to the ongoing conrroversies over and dialogue about co-

operation among Christians of various orthodox traditions.
This does not mean that Fournier ignores or tries to gloss over the

differences between Protestants and Catholics. The first page of the first

chapter of AHII openly acknowledges and specifies what many Prot-

estanrs believe Catholicism teaches and how that differs from "the three

cardinal tenets of the Reformation."rl The rest of this chapter goes into

more detail about what many Prorestants believe about Roman catholi-
cism and why Fournier, in spite of those percePtions, can legitimately

call himself an evangelical Catholic Christian. Chapter 11 deals with the

Proresranr Reformation and its aftermath, and chapter 12 addresses two

accusations many Protestants commonly raise against catholicism-
namely, that it embraces a false gospel and that it is an anti-christ
religion.

Gii.,en all of this, I do not understand how Vilkin concluded that

Fournier ..sweep[s] under the rug" the differences between Protesrants

and catholics. After all, Fournier even faces head-on vilkin's cenrral

concern that the Catholic view of the gospel is unbiblical. Apparently
Fournier did not write the book the way vilkin would have liked him

to. This was due to Fournier's vision for AHu. He wanted his book to
be an apologetic and a clarion call for alliance-building among Chris-
tians from all traditions and confessions. He wanted christians to

considerwhy they should link arms and how they could do it while still

affirming their ecclesiasrical and doctrinal distinctives. I think AHU
fulfills th-at desire quite well, and many other evangelical Protestants and

Catholics have agreed."

5. AHU failsro prove that evangelical Protestants should cooperate with
Catholics (24-27).

\(lilkin states, "Fournier's main point . . . is that Evangelicals should

cooperate with Roman catholics in evangelism and in social ourreach"
(24). \rilkin concludes that Fournier does not make his case because he

3t AHU,19.
12 For example , AHIJ's foreword is written by Protestant Pat Robertson. The

book's jackei contains endorsements from Catholics Charles Rice, Michael

Scanlan, E. Michael Jones, and Harald Bredesen, and from Protestants Terry

Lindvall, Vinson Synan, and Ralph Reed, Jr.
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fails to establish the thesis on which it rests, namely, that "catholics are
Christians" (2a). And since Fournier gives no ..other reasons for
Evangelicals to unite with catholics . . . his own case collapses like a
house of cards" (24). I have three problems with vilkin's 

".g.r-".rt.First, Fournier does nor argue that evangelical protestants and catho-
licsshould cooperare in evangelistic efforts. He is certainly not opposed
to that, and he occasionally gives examples of individuals and orgini.^-
tions that do this. But he explicitly gives several reasons *hy ;I harr"
not focused my attention in this book on cooperarive evangelistic ef-
forts."3r Perhaps Vilkin did not read the bookcarefullv. ,o"h. missed
this fact. or maybe he read the book through such biased glasses that
he misinterpreted Fournier's commentr o. r,.rpp..rsed theml \whatever
happened, the effect was the same: He misstated and misrepresented
AHU.

Second, as I have already argued, I think Fournier does establish the
fact that catholics who have rrusred in christ as their Lord and Savior
are Christians.

Third, Fournier advanccs many reasons for evangelical protestants and
catholics to join forces to change the culture. In ihe chapter called "A
common Agenda," Fournier discusses numerous issues that courd be
effectively dealt with through alliance-building efforts: issues of truth,
religious freedom, life and death, education, equality of opportunity and
responsibility, economic freedom and cultural int.g.ity, and public
policy at home and abroad.ra Any one of these issueiprovid., .."ron
enough for concerned people of faith to pool their resources and make
common cause for the transformation of the culture.

Therefore, Fournier's case does not fold like a house of cards bur
stands on the bedrock of the combined building blocks of Scripture,
Christian theology, church history, human .*p.ri..r.., reason, 

"nd 
i.r_

the-trenches proven praxis.

III. Conclusion
I would like to end this rejoinder with some final thoughts from Keirh

Fournier about salvation. After acknowledging once again rhat chris-
tians differ even on issues of soteriology, Fournier geti to the heart of

3t AHU,267.
ro AHU,261-99.
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our essential agreement, whether we are Protestant, catholic, or East-

ern Orthodox believers:

On the issue of salvation . . . we all agree that it begins with God' con-

tinues with God, and ends with God' Grace surrounds every asPect

of salvation. So any role we play in the salvation plan,-inclu.ding the

exercise of faith, is ultimately due to God's unmerited, undeserved,

gratuitous grace,which .o-., tol'.r, through Christ's redemptive work

i'd the -iiirt.y of the Holy Spirit' Christ alone merits our salvation'

If this underst"ndirrg is heretical, if it is truly a false gospel, lhgn allgf
us_catholic, proteJtant, and orthodox-stand condemned. But this

gospel is .,o, , f"lr" gospel. It is the truth' The church has affirmed it
i, ,u.h since her i.,.!ptio.t. The apostles taught it because they heard

it from the Lord i.rcarnate Himself. On this Rock Catholics stand.rs

And so stand all Christians.
May we learn to stand together onthis Gospel in faith, love, and hope'

".rd 
th.r.by more fully anJeffectively incarnate Christ's prayer for His

Church (J ohn 17 :20-26).

35 AHU,221.
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I.Introduction
In this surrejoinder" I receive an unusual opportunity. As I indicated

in my critiqu e of A House IJnited? (hereafter AH(r,I believe that it is
a d"nge.oui book. I felt a responsibility to point out its flaws and its

dangers. Now I have an opportunity to critique wha,t I perceive.to be

an equally problematic project, the rejoinder by Villiam D' Vatkins'
Lrery much appreciate Bill taking the time to respond tomy critique

of the book which he helped to write. I feel that this sort of interaction

is both interesting (it has been for me!) and profitable.
Of course, some of our readers may question the wisdom of printing

a rejoinder by someone who clearly disagrees with the Free Grace view-

point. But ali the editors felt that our readers would understand that this

,o.t of exchange is a valuable medium for confronting the objections of

our critics.
I have had several public debates on Lordship Salvation, one with a

Bible college p.ofesso., one with a seminary professor, and one with a

pasror. Thi .";oi"d"r and surrejoinder in this issue of the Journal are

merely a written form of debate.

TheJournal's policy in this type of exchange is that rejoinders will be

printed only if thl rejoinder is timely, well written, and reasonably irenic

in tone.
In the present case, it would be tedious if I attempted to answer e.ach

and e.,ery point raised in the rejoinder. Therefore, I will be responding

to those points which I consider to be the most crucial.

. Editor's note: A literary rejoinder is a response to an article or critique. A

surrejoinder is a response to a reioinder.
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II. Kudos Appreciated
It was gratifying to read that rvatkins felt that I displayed "a desire to

critique AHU rationally, biblically, and theologically" and that I sought
"to avoid emotionalism and personal attacks.'t Bill told me in a phone
conversation that Keith Fournier, the author of AHU,shared th.r. s"-e
feelings.

. This is encouraging because GES seeks not only to teach about grace,
but also to foster graciousness. Vhile w.e wish to boldlv confron"t dis_
tortions of the Gospel, this should be done in such 

" 
*"y 

", 
to leave the

door open for those who disagree to reconsider their position without
being hindered by undue harshness (2 Tim 2:24-25).

III. Responses to Criticisms
A. Co-author or Vriter?

I stand corrected. I didn't recognize thatzuriter,rather than co-autbor,
was the proper term to use in a case where the word witb is used be-
tween the names of two people on the cover.

. This remark by Bill deserves commenr: "My participarion as writer
does not mean that I agree with every position or argumenr presented
in the book (though I do, in fact, agree with much "iit;." Bill went on
to list authors from 23 different denominations and groups with whom
he has worked. Yet, he says, "in all cases the authoriwere christians."

This says a lot about lvatkins's view of the Gospel. In his view the
Gospel must be extremely flexible if he feels thrt g.oups as diametri-
cally opposed as Reformed and United Church tf Ch.ir,, o,
fundamentalist and Episcopalian, are seen as sharing a common view of
the Gospel.

I was uncomfortable with vatkins's repeated reference in this sec-
tion to various traditions within christianity. while this is a common
practi-ce 

"T9"g 
many Evangelicals today, I dislike it because many of

these "traditions" disrort the Gospel of christ. The differences invoived
are not merely cosmetic, as lwatkins implies. In the history of the church
many have died as marryrs over the differences b.t*e.., these "tradi-
tions. "

B. Confused Protestant?

_.}.t_-y...i,ique I quo.ted lrom what I thought was an open letter by
Billvatkins. I was led to this conclusion by the fact thaiit began im-
personally with "Dear Friend," and that nothing in the letier said
anything personal about the recipient. However, I am sorry, and have
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told Bill so personally, that I did not check with Bill before referring to
the letter. Mea culpa.

In this section Bill sounded a bit testy. He accused me of applying an

"impoverished hermeneutic" in which I "suppressed evidence" in or-
der to validate my point.

Vhile the entire text of Bill's letter was not printed, I feel that he wasn't

misrepresented. I expressed my opinion that he was in danger of becom-

ing a Roman Catholic. It seems likely that the vast majority of people

reading his open letter would conclude the same.

Possibly the problem is with the hermeneutic employed by Vatkins.
To say that one is in danger of doing something is not to assign a degree

of probability to it. My purpose was simply to illustrate a fact he readily

admits is true, that some saved individuals batte become Practicing Ro-

man Catholics. As he no doubt knows, many Reformed theologians

don't believe that is possible. They would most likely conclude that

anyone who converts to Catholicism was never saved in the first place.
'Watkins takes great pains to mention his extensive training and per-

sonal study. He seems to feel that his training was called into question.

How he drew that conclusion is hard to say. Bill is very intelligent and

extremely well educated. Actually, the fact that he is bright and that he

has 20 years of formal education and 14 years of additional study.un-

derlines my point. A person can be intelligent and well trained and yet

come to the opinion expressed by Vatkins in his reioinder: "I have con-

cluded from my studies that Roman Catholicism does not teach a'false

gospel."' That is a shocking statement for a graduate of Dallas Theo-

logical Seminary to make!

C. Lack of Scriptural Support?

I objected to the fact that most references to Scripture tn AHU are

made in endnotes, which studies show that most people don't read.
'Watkins 

sees no problem with this practice. He asks, "If citing refer-

ences to Scripture does not count as suPPorting one's points with the
'Word of God, then what does?"

\?atkins missed my point. I didn't say that prooftexting "does not

count." It is, as Watkins admits, not nearly as helpful as detailed expla-

nation of the text. However, my point was that Fournier rarely even used

prooftexts in the portion of the book most people read. \Watkins didn't
comment on that point.

\fatkins also tries to turn my argument against me: "\(ilkin also cites

Scripture in footnotes without providing explicit exegerical support for
his conclusions."
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In the first place, \Watkins seems ro equate my use of footnotes wtth
Fournier's use of endnores. FIe says, "viikin also cites S..iptu.. in foor-
notes." However, Fournier did not cite Scripture in footnotes. He did
so in endnotes which I personally found tobe difficult ro access since
the numbering of endnotes begins again in each new chapter. Thus you
must not merely rurn ro the back of the book to look.rp^".rdnot. .,u--
ber 1, for example. There are acually 20 different end.roies #1. you must
look to see which chapter number you are in and then turn ro the back
of the book and still hope to remember the correct endnote number.
Footnotes are much easier to consult, since they appear on the bottom
of the page being read.

. In the second place, a critique is nor an exegetical article. However, a
book arguing that Catholics are part of the family of God musr be ex_
egetical in order to convince discerning readers.

In the third place, twatkins gives a total of three examples in which I
cite verses in footnotes. Interestingly, those are the oniy three occur-
rences of that in the article. None of the three do what Fournier
repeatedly did: give the bare reference to verses without either comment-
ing 9" them or printing rhe verses. \0atkins fails to notice, or norices
but fails to mention, that whenever I merely cite a verse reference, I do
so in tb.e.text This puts the reference in a piace every reader will notice
it. \flatkins also fails to notice or point out that in an article of only 19
pages. I cite 44 passages of Scripture. My average number of .,rerres .e-
ferred to per page is 7 times that of Fouinier.

\watkins also has a clever objection ro my argumenr that Fournier
"never once explains what a given passage -.^rrr.', First, he admits to
the basic truth of that statement: "Fournier does not usually engage in
a detailed exegesis of biblical rexts." That seems to imply th^thi irro-
sionally does engage in detailed exegesis. yet lwatkins do", ,rot cite even
one example. I was unable to find a single example of detailed exegesis
by Fournier.

Second, he then asserrs that "he certainly tells his readers what he
understands the Bible to teach and in this context he quotes from or cites
references to the pertinent Scripture passages.,, In a footnore (n 15) he

:i:.r.r:" specific-examples. Upon looking up the best ten .*"-p1., ih"t
vatkins could find, I found that they are really nothing -o." th"r,
prooftexts.

Third, attempting a coup de grice,\yatkins asserrs that the authors of
Scripture did this also. I did not suggest it is unbiblical to quote texts
without explanation. vhat I was suggesting is that explanations of Bible
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texts are necessary in order to prove one's case, and Fournier does not
do this.

At one point lfatkins attempts to shift the burden of proof to me. In
a debate, the offense has the burden of proof. If the offense proves noth-
ing, the defense wins. I pointed out that Fournier failed to explain 12

key NT texts dealing with the Gospel. Watkins turns that around and

says that "if Vilkin believes this, he needs to demonstrate that these texts

support his contention." I have done what he requests in our bimonthly
newsletter and in the Journal. However, that is not the point. The bur-
den of proof is on Fournier. He is the one suggesting that the
Reformation (and evidently the Counter Reformation) ivas mucb ado
about nothing.

The defense in the O. J. Simpson trial was quick to point out that the

prosecution had brought forward no eyewitnesses to the murders and

no murder weapon. If the prosecution had shot back that it was the
defense's job to find the killer(s) and the eyewitnesses and the murder
weapon(s), they would have been making a claim akin to Watkins's here.

Rest assured, if I were writing a book on the question of whether the
gospel of Rome is the Gospel of Jesus Christ, I would go on the offen-
sive and clearly show how verses such as the 12 passages I cited prove
that it is not.

D. Reliance on Experience?

In my critique I pointed out that Fournier builds his case upon expe-
rience. \(atkins has three basic responses here: 1 ) The use of experience

is indeed a valid basis for establishing whether a theological claim is true
or not. 2) All people use experience to establish truth. 3) The Bible it-
self uses experience to establish truth. Let's consider each of those points.

The first point is a concession to what I was saying, that Fournier uses

experience to build his case.

The second point is valid as far as it goes. Science is built upon ex-

perimentation and observation. 1We know the boiling point of water at

a given temperature and pressure because of observation, not because it
is recorded in Scripture. Admittedly, I am aware of facts about myself
due to my experiences, and these experiences and facts are not recorded
in Scripture.

However, that is beside the point. Watkins ignores the context of my
remark. I wrote: "Experience is excellent for illustratio ns of truth zabich

has been established from Scripture. However, experience is absolutely
worthless for establishing tmth-especially experience contrary to Scrip-
ture." I w^s not saying that experience is absolutely worthless in
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establishing truth of any kind. I was speaking in conrext of "truth which
has been established from Scripture."

For example, the Bible clearly and unequivocally states that God ex-
ists. Thus if I know rhat the Bible is the Vord of God, it's impossible to
prove from experience, or from anything else, that God does not exist.

If the Bible is the Word of God as Fournier, \(atkins, and I all asree,
then if it speaks on a subject, it is the final authority. rWe must estaLlish
truth from the Bible and nowhere else. There's the rub. That is nor the
case in Roman Catholic thought. For a Catholic, the Bible, experience,
reason, and church tradition are all vitally, if nor equally, important ways
to establish spiritual trurhs. \Watkins himself notes toward the end of
his rejoinder, "Fournier's case does not fold like a house of cards bur
stands on the bedrock of the combined building blocks of Scripture,
Cbristian tbeology, church history, human experience, reason, and in-
the-trenches proven prdns" (italics added). More often rhan nor, the sad
result of this pracrice is that the clear meaning of Scripture is subverted.

E. A Distorted Gospel?
'We now get to the heart of the issue. To Vatkins's credit, he does nor

back down here. He devotes more space to this question than to any-
thing else in his rejoinder. Here we gain some fascinating insights into
the crux of this debate.

'Watkins defends the position that the Roman Catholic view of the
Gospel is biblical. He does this with these arguments: 1) Even among
Protestants there are significant differences in many respects on the
Gospel. 2) I establish the correcrness of my view of the Gospel by ..pro-

nouncement," nor by demonsrrating that my view is the biblical one.
3) Fournier and Roman Catholicism do not teach salvation by grace
through faith plus works.

Differences eaen among Protestants.The first argumenr is interesting.
\Watkins seems to be suggesting that since even Proresrants disagree
among themselves on rhe Gospel, then this proves that the differences
he admits exist between catholics and Protestants on rhe Gospel are nor
significant enough to make one or the other unbiblical. This is curious
reasonlng.

As JOTGES readers know, we are convinced that many Protesranrs
believe and teach a view of the Gospel that rs unbiblical. How that shows
that Roman Catholics believe and teach a biblical view of the Gospel
escaPes me.

'Watkins 
does not explain how "conflicting" gospels can all be the true

biblical Gospel. For example, he indicates thar some believe in Lord-
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ship Salvation and some do not. He fails to point out that people on both
sides of this issue agree that only one of the positions is true and saving
(see, for example, Charles Ryrie, Balancing the Cbristian Life, p. 170;

John MacA rthur, Tbe Gospel According to Jesus, Revised Edition,
pp. xx-xxiii).

Does Watkins believe that there is more than one way to heaven?

Vould he hold that water baptism, partaking of the Lord's Supper, sub-

mission to the Lordship of Christ, and trusting in Christ alone, are four
different ways of being regenerated?

The source of tbe Free Grace Gospel. l7atkins's second argument is

that my view of the Gospel is established for our readers by pronounce-
ment rather than by biblical proof. That is a rehashing of a complaint
'Watkins raised earlier. He stated: "He cites a handful of Bible references

to support his assertions, but then does not exegete any of the cited
texts." As mentioned previously, a critique is not an exegetical article.
Bill is a bit unrealistic if he expects me in 1 9 pages to critique a 365-page

book and to exegete a number of Gospel texts as well.
Does Catbolicism teach saktation by faxb plus worhs? Y atkins's third

argument, that Fournier and Roman Catholicism do not teach salvation

by grace through faith plus works, is the center of the debate. $Tatkins

cites three lines of proof for this point.
His first line of proof is a quotation in which Fournier directly and

unequivocally denies that he or Catholicism teaches salvation by faith
plus works. If Vatkins had stopped here, his case would have been more

convincing. After all, Fournier denies that he teaches salvation by works'
Despite Fournier's denial, his own words show that he does teach sal-

vation by works. (For example, see the statements which follow under
\(atkins's second line of proof below.) Yet I am not accusing Fournier
or'W'atkins of being intentionally disingenuous here. Fournier's defini-
tion of faith includes works. Hence he can, in some sense, speak of
justification by faith alone. However, to avoid confusing his readers, he

should have indicated that he clearly does not believe that one is justi-
fied simply by trusting in Christ and Him alone for eternal life. Maybe
this is part of the difference to which \ilatkins refers when he says, "It
[the Catholic understanding of salvation] is in many respects different
from that taught by many evangelical Protestants."

Perhaps the readers will permit me to provide some additional details

regarding the Roman Catholic view of saving faith. The importance of
this question warrants additional comment.

In the November 7th, 1986 issue of Cbristianity Today,Jesuit theo-
logian Avery Dulles responded to a number of questions about how
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catholic doctrine compares with Protestant doctrine. concerning faith
he said,

One can also undersrand faith in a more global or inclusive wav: {aith
as a loving, trusting commitment of one-'s z;;hole self to God.ii^t i,
the scnse of the term as ir was used in Vatican ll. If you understand
faitb in that broad sense, then you can use an expression libe ,,justtfica-

tion by faith" (p.27,italics added).

Evangelical theologian Paul Holloway has pointed out rhar this un-
derstanding of saving fairh has long been the position of catholicism.
Augustine taught that faith must produce works of love (fides operatur
or "productive faith") in order to be saving. Later catho[ic theologians
said that faith must include works of love to be saving (fides formia or
"formed faith"). Holloway notes, "In simpler terms, ioi the icholastics,
yorks stopped being thepro duct of faithand became an integral part of
it" ("Lordship Salvation's Doctrine of Faith,"/OTGES,Rutu-n tsst,
p.17).

The Council of Trent stated 33 canons concerning justification. A
number of them well illustrate the catholic view of faith. Each of these
canons is an anatbema againstthose who teach what was considered by
the council of Trent to be false doctrine on justification. Interestingly
the Free Grace view of justification is repeatedly anathematized!

Canon 12 says, "If anyone says that justifying faith is nothing else than
confidence in divine mercy, which remits sins for Christ's ,ake, o, th"t
it is this confidence alone that justifies us, let him be accursed" (Canons
an.d Decrees of tbe Council of Trent, English Translation by H.J.
Schroeder [Rockford, IL: Tan Books and Publishers, Inc., 1978)).

Canon 20 says, "If anyone says that a man who is justified and how-
ever perfect is not bound to observe the commandments of God and
the Church, but only to believe, as if the Gospel were a bare and abso-
lute promise of eternal life without rhe condition of observing the
commandments, let him be anathema."

Likewise, Canon 21 reads, "If anyone says that ChristJesus was given
by God to men as a redeemer in whom to rrusr, and not also as a Lgis-
lator whom to obey, let him be anathema."

\Tatkins's second line of proof is Fournier's own explanations of the
gospel. Note what \Watkins cites as Fournier's uiew of the relationship
between faith and works: "There is an integral place for the deeds of faitir
(not deeds done apart from or in addition to faith) in the salvation pro-
cess." I don't see how this proves \Watkins's assertion that the Catholic
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view of the gospel is not a different gospel. In my estimation, he is es-

sentially conceding the point. Fournier speaks of deeds which 
^re 

not
in addition to faitb nor which are done apart from faith. He is merely
restating the Catholic position of "formed faith," that saving faith in-

cludes loving obedience.

In the quotation cited by \ilatkins, Fournier speaks of "the salvation

process." Concerning the so-called "process of salvation" of which
Fournier speaks, Dulles says:

'$(e thank God for having put us on the path that leads to final salva-

tion, but we do not boast that we've already been saved in the sense

that we can't be lost. That would lead to a wrong attitude toward God.

We are always conscious of our sinfulness, which makes it possible

for us to fall away (p.27).

The Bible does not teach that salvation is a process or that salvation can

be lost. However, if it did, then when I wrote in my critique that salva-

tion occurs at the moment of faith and that it is irreversible, I would be

teaching a false gospel. How \Watkins can reconcile two such divergent

views as being the same gospel remains a mystery to me.
tVatkins moves into another dangerous minefield when he cites

Fournier's view of iustification: "Justification not only declares me right-
eous but mabes me righteous . . . God makes me just, He doesn't just

declare me so" (italics added). Vatkins appears to be unaware that this

is a major issue in the Protestant-Catholic Gospel debate.

Commenting on the distinction between a Reformed and Roman
Catholic view of iustification, Dulles says:

There may be something of a difference, then, between evangelicals

and Catholics. We maintain that iustification is not simply extrinsic.

It originates outside but is received in us, so we are not only reputed

iust but are made really iust or righteous. There is an inner transfor-

mation in justification itself. That inner change could also be called

sanctification. Thus justification and sanctification, for Catholics, are

really insepar able" (p. 27 ).

Many would agree with me that Dulles was understating the case con-

siderably when he said, "There may be something of a difference, then,

berween evangelicals and Catholics [on justification]'" The difference
between those two views is the difference between the Gospel and a

counterfeit version of it-a big difference according to the apostle Paul
(cf. Gal l:6-9).
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Canon 11 of the Council of Trent also rejects the idea that justifica-
tion is merely the imputation of Christ's righteousness to rhe believer,
without the infusion of charity (= actr of love):

If anyone says that men are justified either by the sole imputation of
the justice of Christ or by the sole remission of sins, ro the exclusion
of the gracc and the charity which is poured forth in their hcarts by
the Holy Ghost, and remains in them, or also that the grace by which
we are justificd is only the good will of God, let him be anathema.

The idea that one musr acrually live righteously to be justified is com-
pletely contrary to the Reform ation cry, sola.fide,by faith alone. Dulles
as much as admits that when he says: "Vatican II speaks of faith as a
loving obedience, and in rhat sense you could say faith alone is suffi-
cient to justify" (p.27).

Believers are called to holiness (1 Pet 1:15). One of the reasons God
has saved us is so that we will glorify Him by producing good works
(Eph 2:8-10). However, ro asserr that faith is "loving obedience', is to
proclaim a false gospel. Faith is simply a convicrion rhar somerhing is
true. In terms of the Gospel, it is the conviction that the crucified and
risen Lord gives me erernal life simply because I am trusting Him and
Him alone for it.

To believe that I am saved, at least in parr, because I am lovingly obe-
dient, is to fail to rrust in Christ alone for eternal life. Catholics, like
anyone else, can be saved only if they come ro trusr in Christ and Him
alone for eternal life.

Before leaving the issue of the position of Fournier and Catholicism
on the Gospel, I feel I should commenr on a question \Watkins raises.
He wonders whether I think Fournier is saved or not. He comes to the
conclusion that I must believe Fournier is not saved since I am convinced
he doesn't believe the biblical Gospel.

Vatkins evidently failed to read my critique carefully enough on this
point. I clearly stated that "Christians can become confused and can ioin
groups, such as the Roman Catholic Church, that believe and teach a
false gospel." I also made it clear elsewhere in the article that salvation
can't be lost. Thus I was affirming that a person who today believes a
false gospel might nonetheless be saved. The question is whether he or
she ezter trusted in Christ and Him alone or not.

Frankly, I don't have enough information to know if Fournier is saved
or not. He may have trusted in Christ and Him alone at some point in
the past. If so, he is a confused believer. If not, he is an unbeliever.
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I am at a bit of a loss as to why tJ(/atkins is concerned as to whether I
think Fournier is saved or not. \flhat difference does that make in terms

of this debate? I certainly hope that Fournier is saved. Or, if not, that he

will be saved by faith alone apart from works.
Tbe Catbolic Encyclopedia (New York: The Encyclopedia Press,Inc.:

1910, 1913) sums up well the difference between Catholics and Protes-

tants concerning justification (p. 578). It says:

The Protestants claim the following three qualities for justification:

certainty, equality, [and] the impossibility of ever losing it. Diametri-
cally opposed to these qualities are those defended by the Council of
Trent (sess. VI, cap. 9-l 1): uncertainry (incertitudo), inequality
(ine q ualitas), Iand] amissibility (amissibilitas).

Note that the encyclopedia says that Catholicism is diametrically op-

posed to Protestantism concerning those three points regarding
justification. "Diametrically opposed" does not suggest much common

ground!
Fournier clearly maintains the Catholic view of justification. Watkins

does not deny this. Yet Fournier and \flatkins insist that these differ-
ences between Catholics and Evangelicals are, in fact, not diametrically
opposed.I strongly agree with Tbe Catbolic Encyclopedia on this point.

F. Cooperation Between Evangelicals and Catholics?

I suggested that Fournier's main point in the book is "that Evangelicals

should cooperate with Roman Catholics in evangelism and in social

outreach." In response \Watkins cites this sentence from Fournier in the

book, "I have not focused my attention in this book on cooPerative

evangelistic efforts. "
Bill neglected to continue the quotation. Fournier goes on' "I hope

one day we will preach the basic gospel message together to a dying
world. And I think that will happen if we commit ourselves to listen
more closely to each other . . . I also believe that as we work together
on social issues, we will discover how much we really do have in com-

mon" (p.267).
Vatkins himself states in his rejoinder, "He is certainly not opposed

to that (cooperation in evangelism), and he occasionally gives examples

of individuals and organizations that do this."
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IV. Conclusion
I would like to end my surrejoinder with a few statements from

Fournier abour eternal salvation, followed by a few brief comments.
Alongside each sratement by Fournier, I will give a quotation from
Scripture which contradicts his point.

"Conversion is a process" (p.29). ..you 
have been saved,' (Eph 2:g).

"There-is an integral place for the "Not by works of righteousness
deeds of faith (not deeds done apart which we have done, bur"according to
from or in addition to faith) in the .His mercy He saved us, throughihe
salvation process" (p. 208). washing of regeneratio.r 

".,d 
t"h" ,"-

newing of the Holy Spirit" (Titus 3:5).

" one who does nor however perse- " If we are faithless, He remains faith-
vere in charity is not saved" (p. 33, ful; He cannot deny Himself ', eTim
citing the Second Vatican Council 2:13).
approvingly).

"All who have been justified by faith "For christ did not send me to bao-
in. baptism are incorporared into tize, but to preach the gospel, not with
Christ" (p. 29, italics added, citing wisdom of wo.ds, l.rr ih. cross of
approvingly the "Decree on Ecu- christ should be made of no effect"
menism" by the bishops of the (l Cor 1:12).
Catholic Church).

"The Eucharist, or Lord's Supper . . . "Do this in remembrance of Me"
lisf a source of life to all who will be- (1 cor r1:24, the apostle paur's in-
lieve" (p. 30, italics added). srrucrions regarding the Lord's

5upper).

"Justification not only declares me "But to him who does not work but
righteous but [also] makes me righ- believes on Him who iustifies the
teous" (p.212). ungodly, his faith is accounted for

righteousness, just as David also de-
scribes the blessedness of rhe man to
whom God imputes righteousness
apart from works . . . " (Rom 4:4-6).

The gospel of Roman Catholicism is not the Gospel of the apostles.
Despite watkins's asserrions to rhe conrrary, rhe gospel of Rome is sal-
vation by faith plus works.

, It puzzles me why Watkins doesn'r see rhar the gospel of Rome and
the Free Grace Gospel cannor both be right. They are clearly conflict-
ing messages. If the gospel of Rome is correct, then all who hold to the
Free Grace Gospel are unsa,ed, since we don't confess our sins to priests,
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don't hear mass, haven't been baptized in order to be saved, don't be-

lieve the true Gospel, etc. Perhaps W'atkins's ecumenical outlook
requires him to play down the evidence for deep doctrinal divisions
within Christendom. But ignoring these divisions in the face of hard
evidence is not a realistic, or helpful, approach.

May we stand firm on the one and only message of the Gospel. May
we avoid compromise on the fundamental issue of the Gospel. And, as

we have opportunity, let us share the Good News with our Catholic
friends, neighbors, and relatives. For only when Catholics (and

nonCatholics) come to faith in Christ and Him alone for eternal life can

we truly be spiritually united with them as brothers and sisters in Christ.
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I.Introduction
Informed Christians are aware of the ongoing debate in modern

evangelicalism concerning the content of the Gospel and the nature of
faith. In the heat of the discussion. it's inevitable that the Pauline doc-
trine of justification by faith alone will not be allowed to rest without a

hurried disclaimer: "True faith will inevitably evidence itself in a life of
consistent good works." An appeal is made toJames 2 as final confir-
mation that genuine saving faith must produce consistent good works,
otherwise such a "faith" is obviously spurious.l Vhile other passages

are cited as confirming this theologl,James 2 is given preeminence.2 This
seems a little surprising when some scholars see the Epistle of James as

practically oriented rather than theologically oriented. Burdick even feels

'\We list only a short sample:John F. MacArth:ur,lr.,Faith Worbs,The Gospel
According to tbe Apostles (Dallas: Vord Publishing, 1993), 139-55; Edmond D.
Hiebert, Tbe Epistle of James (Chicago: Moody Press, 1979), 43-45; James B.
Adamson, Tbe Epistle of Jarnes, in The New International Commentary on the
NewTestament, ed. F. F. Bruce (Grand Rapids:\ililliamB. Eerdmans Publishing
Co.,1976),120-24;PeterDavids,Tbe Epistle ofJames,inThe New International
GreekTestament Commentary (Grand Rapids: Villiam B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1982), 49-51,120-21; Robert V. Rakestraw, "James 2:14-26: Does James
Contradict Pauline Soteriolo gy?" Crisu,ellTbeological Revieu 1 (FaL|1986): 31-
50;JohnPolhill,"Prejudice,Partiality,andFaith:James2," ReoieutandExpositor
83 (Summer 1986): 395-404; R. E. Glaze, Jr., "The Relationship of Faith to
\Works," Tbe Tbeological Educator 34 (Fall 1986):35-42.

2 This seems to be witnessed by the series of papers presented before the
Evangelical Theological Society and printed in the Journal of tbe Evangelical
Theological Society 33 (March 1990): John F. MacArthur, Jr., "Faith According
to the Apostle James," 13-34; Earl D. Radmacher, "First Response to 'Faith
According to the ApostleJames,'byJohn F. MacArthur,Jr.," 35-41;' Robert L.
Saucy, "Second Response to'Faith According to the ApostleJames'byJohn F.
MacArthur, Jr.," 43-47.
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that, with the exception of Philemon, James "is without doubt the least
theological of all NT books."3

A natural reading of the epistle fails to uncover hints that a genuine
Christian faith will by its very nature produce ongoing good works. If
it were not for the clear theological conflict with Pauline justification
by faith, such verses as Jas 2;14 would simply be read as an exhortation
to add works to one's faith as a means of gaining salvation and nor as a
by-product of it.

The primary purpose of this article is ro reexamine the issues in Jas
2:14-26 in light of the gospel debate. tJile contend that the Jacobean pas-
sage does not establish the traditional Reformed theological position that
genuine faith always results in consistent, visible works. Instead, it re-
flectsJames's exhortations to his readers to add works to their (genuine)
faith for progressive sanctification. Our intention is not to examine each
verse sequentially nor to present a detailed interpretation. Instead, we
will exegetically investigate key points of contention according to their
relative importance to the debate. A lengthy theological discussion to
define genuine faith will be avoided.a Insread, we will supply the exegeti-
cal evidence that eliminates this verse as a prooftext used to define
genuine faith.

A few observations should be noted at the outset. It is not denied thar
genuine faith will result in some change in the believer. Those holding
to the Free Grace teaching do not assert rhat faith can exist without any
change whatsoever. Most, if not all, Free Grace proponents, believe that
good works will inevitably result from faith, but not necessarily as vis-
ibly as we desire them to appear and not necessarily as consistently as

r Donald V. Burdick, "James," Tbe Expositor's Bible Commentary,ed. Frank
E. Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1981), 12:1,64.

a 
John MacArthur voices the opinion th arZaneHodges, a Free Grace scholar,

never specifically defines what faith is in his writings. Shortly after his objection,
he writes, " Hodges presupposes something of a description of faith, though not
really afull definition: 'Vhat faith really is, in biblical language, is receiving the
testimony of God. It is the inward conviction that what God says to us in the
Gospel is true"'[italics in both Hodges and MacArthur] (MacArthur, "James,"
15). The real problem seems ro be a dissatisfaction with theraay Free Grace
authors define faith. MacArthur elsewhere uses a similar description, drawing
from Heb 11:1: "In other words, real faith implicitly takes God at His word.
Faith is a supernatural confidence in-and therefore reliance on-the One who
made the promises . . . It is a rrusr rhat brings absolute here-and-now certainry
to 'things hoped for"' (MacArthur, Faitb Worhs,4O). I know of no Free Grace
advocate who would object to this definition as it stands.
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the Lord would desire them to appear. Hodges writes:

Ve must add that there is no need to quarrel with the Reformers'view
that where there is justifying fairh, zaorks will undoubtedly exist too

[italics added]. This is a reasonable assumption for any Christian un-
less he has been converted on his death bed! But it is quite wrong to
claim that a life of dedicated obedience is guaranteed by regeneration,
or even that such works as there are must be visible to a human ob-
server. God alone may be able to detect the fruits of regeneration in
some of His children.t

Charles Ryrie, a Free Grace theologian, views James 2 as explaining a

false faith that has no works. On the other hand, he understands that
works may not always be evident in a believer's life. He comments, "Ev-
ery Christian will bear spiritual fruit: somewhere, sometime, somehow."6
Three further qualifications are added in his explanation: a believer may
not always be fruitful; the fruit may not be outwardly evident; and the

fruit may not be my "definition" of what fruit should be.'So while the

gospel debate centers on many concepts in James 2, the debate does not
hang on coming to the identical conclusions in every point.s

II. The Interlocutor of 2218-19

But someone will say, "You have faith, and I have works." Show me

your faith without your works, and I will show you my faith by my
works. You believe that there is one God. You do well. Even the de-
mons believe-and tremble! (fas 2:18-19)

\Whenever it is argued that faith is more than a mere intellectwal as-

sent (i.e., that faith must also include surrender/commitment to the
Lordship of Christ),e reference is hastily made to the demons'faith men-

'Zane C. Hodges, Absolutely Free! A Biblical Reply to Lordsbip Sahtatton
(Dallas: Redenci6n Viva,1989),215. Unfortunately, this is in the endnotes of the
book rather than in the main text.

t Charles C. Ryrie, So Great Salvation (\Wheaton: Victor Books, 1989), 45. See

pages 1,32-33 for his discussion of James 2.
, Ibid.,45-46.
8 Saucy, "second Response," 46. Having said this, however, we must add that

according to MacArthur, "The single factor that distinguishes counterfeit faith
from the real thing is the righteous behavior inevitably produced in those who
have authentic faith" (MacArthur, "James," 16).

' Although this article cannot discuss it, there are more possibilities for
defining genuine faith than just two: "Mere intellectual assent" vis-)-vis
commitment to the Lordship of Christ. Some Free Grace theologians, such as

Ryrie, reject both of these options (Ryrie, Salaation,118-23).
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tioned in v 19. It might even be said thatJas 2:19 forms the preeminent
argument for the perspective that true faith comprises more than a su-
perficial, intellectual "faith." The appeal is so widespread that it is
difficult to find an author holding to the viewpoint who does nor em-
ploy 2:19 in this way. A few citations will be beneficial.

No more stunning illustration of dead fairh has ever been presented

[thanJames 2:19]. Yes, even the demons have faith. Vill this "some-
one" . . . intimate that the demons are saved by their faith; thar the
Christian to whom he says, "Thou hast faith," need, [sic] no better
faith?'o

My question is, what kind of faith is it that permits a person, having
affirmed Jesus Christ as Jehovah God, ro conrinue in an unbroken pat-
tern of sin and rebellion? Is that not demonic faith (fames 2:19),
orthodox but not efficacious?rl

Is "faith" minus commitment a true biblical faith? \(e remember that
the apostleJames goes so far as to insist . . . that a faith without works
is dead (fames 2:17,26). Such "faith" is useless (v.20), worth nothing
(v. 16). It is a claim to faith only (v. 14), not genuine fairh,... no dif-
ferent from the assent of the demons who "believe . . . and shudder"

(Jas 2:t9).|'1

James implies [in using 2:1 9] thar demonic faith is greater than fraudu-
lent faith of a false professor, for demonic faith produces fear, whereas
unsaved men have "no fear of God before their eyes" (Rom. 3:18). If
the demons believe, tremble, and are nor saved, what does that say
about those who profess to believe and don't even tremble?

(cf. Isa 66:2, 5).'3

l0 R. C. H. Lenski, Tbe Interpretation of tbe Epistle to the Hebreuts and tbe
Epistle of James (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1961),5S5.

l' 
John F. MacArthur, Jr., The Gospel According to Jesus: V/bat Does Jesus

Mean Wben He Says, 'Follou,4lei'revised and expanded ed. (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing Hous e,1994),74, n. 1; see als o page29, n.3; pages 38, 186,
235. No less than five different appeals are made to this verse ro supporr rhe claim
that faith without works does not redeem.

In this viewpoint, the problem of unbroken sin and rebellion in a " Christian "
is traced to an initial "faith" that was less than a full surrender ro rhe Lordshio
of Christ. This, of course, does not solve the dilemma. Ve might just as logically
ask, "Vhat kind of faith is it that permits a person, having surrendered fully to
the Lordship of Christ (and to all outward appearances lived obediently to Him
for years), to fall into and continue in an unbroken pattern of sin and rebellion ? "

12 
James Montgomery Boice, Cbrist's Call to Discipleship (Chicago: Moody

Press,1986),17.
rr MacArthur. Faitb \trorks. 151.
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A. A Genuine Crux Intetpretum

In light of how frequently a "false faith" theology is bolstered by a

reference to the faith of demons in Jas 2:19, one would think the pas-

sage would pose no exegetical difficulties. Surprisingly enough, the very
opposite is the case. The problems are so complex that some scholars
think 2:18-19 might be the most difficult passage in the entire NT!'a
Hiebert remarks, "Efforts to establish the precise force of the verse [18]
have taxed the ingenuity of the commentators."rs Nevertheless, the con-
fidence in using 2:19 to support a faith-works formula is enthusiastically
maintained in spite of the ongoing confusion that arises from 2:18-19.

Davids argues that the basic sense of the verses is clear despite the prob-
lems.t6 But is it feasible to defend the dominant clarity of the passage

when numerous details are so ambiguous? He himself remarks, "It is

obvious, then, that none of the solutions to this passage is without its
problems."'7

Several others also cast their vote for the clarity of the basic elements

regardless of the many obscurities. Chester and Martin believe the sec-

tion "is notoriously obscure and difficult," but add that the main point
is clear: the inseparability of faith and works.l8 Therefore, the preced-
ing testimonies lead us to believe that the text under consideration may
justly be called a crux interpretum,te and those who seek an illustration
for some form of "false faith" here should tread the ground more cau-

tiously.2o

ra Martin Dibelius, James, ed. Helmut Koester, translated by Michael A'
Villiam, revised by Heinrich Greeven (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), 154;

Ralph P. Martin,James, \ilord Biblical Commentary (Vaco, TX: lVord Books,

1 988), 87.
1 5 Htehcrt, J ame s, 7 82; cf . also Adamson, J ame s, 13 5.
16 David,s, James, 723;. also, "However one reads it [v 18], the essential point

James is making is clear" (MacArthur, "James," 24-25).

'7 Davids, James, 124.

's Andrew Chester and Ralph P. Martin, TheTheology of the Lettersof James,
Peter, and Jude (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994),22.

'' Cf. Scott McKnight, "James 2:12a: The Unidentifiable Interlocutor,"
Westminster Tbeological Journal (Fall 1990): 355, who calls 18a "rhis crux
interpretum," over against D avid,s, James,123, who challenges such an idea with,
"This is not a crux interpretum, for... the general sense of the verse is clear

enough in its context."
2o Cf. for example, Saucy's opinion: "surely the demonic faith is used to

illustrate a nonsaving faith in the spiritual, eternal sense [emphasis added] . . . "
(Saucy, "Second Response," 45).
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B. Exegetical Options

To the ordinary reader, options for the interpretation of 2tl}-20 are
almost too numerous and confusing to decipher. Perhaps the really cru-
cial questions for exegetical consideration include: 1) How far do the
words of this imaginary person extend-through the end of v 18, or even
into v 19?; and2) Vho is the one menrioned in the introductory srare-
ment of 2:18, "But someone may say . . . "? Is he an ally helping James
respond to an opponent (or James himself),2' simply an opponent,22 or
one who gives two viewpoints that somewhat agree withJames but add
qualifications to the aposrle's perspective?2r In the latter scenario, the
respondent offers a plea for tolerance and pluralism. His suggestion is
that both the one who has faith and the one who has works are accepr-
able before God.

To take the words of the person in2.l9aas an ally or in any way agree-
ing with James is srrange. The only rationale for this senriment is the
fact that this imaginary "someone" claims to have works (2:18b, "and I
have works"). But James has just lamented the absence of such works
Q:la-16). How can an opponenr make such a claim? Seemingly, his self-
description has taken up the very positionJames defends.2a In addition,

2\ Lenskr,James,583; Ad.amson,James,124-25;J.B. Mayor, The Epistle of St.

James, Tbe Greeh Text utitb Introduction, Notes and Comrnents, reprint ed.
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1954), 99-100.

22 David,s, James, 124; Glaze, "Relationship of Faith to $(/orks," 40.
23 Mayor,James,99-7Q1; Polhill, "James," 400; Burdick, "James," 183; Simon

J. Kistemaker,Expositionof tbe Epistles of JamesandJohn(Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1986), 91; Lorin L. Cranford, "An Exposition of James 2,"
Southwestern lournal of Theology 29 (Fall 1986): 27; Douglas J. Moo, James,
Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, ed. Leon Morris (Grand Rapids:
Villiam B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1985), 105-106. This view is reflected in
the Good News Bible (Today's English Version) and NEB translations.

Moo suggests the interlocutor defends a position where one person who has
just faith is considered equally acceptable to anorher who has works. BurJames
declares that the two are inseparable. This interpretation is similar to Erasmus's
conception of the passage as a debate berween one side that promoted faith
without works and another side that supported works without faith, withJames
taking a mediating position; Timothy George, "'A Right Strawy Epistle:
Reformation Perspecrives on !ames,"' Revieu and Exposiror83 (Summer 1986):
)/).

For a good overview of these alternatives and others, see McKnight,
" Interlocutor," 3 55 - 59 ; Martin, J ame s, 86-89.

2a Cranford, "James 2," 27;McKnight, 'Interlocutor," 355.
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reading the verse this way gravely weakens the sense of the adversative
alla ("but") that begins the introductory formula, "But someone will
say."25

But the most serious obstacle to overcome is the nature of the intro-
ductory formula itself. This interlocutory style resembles the dialogical
Greek diatribe and everywhere the words that follow it contain the
comments of an objector.26 According to McKnight,

Scholars are agreed that the introductory formula cannot without vio-
lence be taken in any other way than as relaying the view of an
interlocutor. Evidence is abundant, including I Cor 15:35; Rom 9:19;

11:19; Luke 4:23; Jos. J. W. 2.365;3.367; 4 Mac 2:24i Barn. 9:6;Xen.
Cyr. 4.3.10.2?

The third approach above-that the respondent offers a compromise
position to James-runs into equally insurmountable difficulties. For
example, it must apply to the personal pronouns "you" and "I" (2:18)
an obscure indefiniteness such as,"One has faith; anotber has works."
Handling the pronouns in such a manner is quite unnatural to NT gram-
mar.28 And like the ally view, it must deny the logical connection between
rhe "someone" of 2:78a with the "someone" of 2:14 and 2:16.2" lnter-
preting the words of 2:'1,8a and following must involve perceiving them
as the words of an opponent.

C. The Content of Faith in2zl9
It is generally thought that the faith of the demons forms a challenge

to the objector of 2:1 8 "to recognize the true nature of an orthodox faith
that is inoperative."r0 Three primary objections can be raised against the

25 Martin, James,86.
,6 lbid.77 .

2t McKnight, "Interlocutor," 356. Davids, James, 124, also agrees that rhe
formula introduces an objector since Greek literature has never revealed a
common stylistic pattern other than that of introducing a dissenting voice.

28 Martin, J ames, 87; Davids, J ame s, 123 -23.

" N.B., Cranford, "James," 27,who denies that the objection of 2:18a is

similar to the objection of 2:14 and2:16. Yet he seems ro concede that this
understanding of 2:78aseems unnatural. He states: "Quite probable is the view
that the objector here is not to be seen in detailed parallel to the tri ["someone"]
either in verse fourteen or sixteen. Rather it is an objection whichJames sets up
somewhat strangely as a way to call attention to the inseparableness of faith and
works."

la Hiebert, James, 786.
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supposition that Jas 2:19 proves that true faith involves commitment,
works, or some element beyond mental assent (i.e., faith in propositional
trurh).

First, the content of faith in the passage is not soteriological. It is regu-
larly identified that the statement "You believe that God is one; the
demons also believe . . . " is monotheistic and thoroughly Jewish. But
no evangelical theologian purports that any individual is ever redeemed
by any kind of faith in the oneness of God. \?hat is clear is the fact that
"precisely the unique content of the Christian faith is not represented
here."3r Gordon Clark's question is appropriate: "The text says the devils
believed in monotheism. \fhy cannot the difference between the devils
and Christians be the different propositions believed, rather than a psy-
chological element in belief ?"3'? In other words, the text does not say that
the demons believe in Christ as Savior, or even that they believe in Christ
as Savior and Lord. Those who use the illustration of the demons'faith

I Dibelius, /a mes, 158.
12 Gordon H. Clark, The Johannine Logos (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian

and Reformed Publishing Co.), 81; see also Ryrie, Sahtation,727-22. At this
point, the popular distinction between a head belief and a heart belief naturally
comes to mind, the former involving merely an "intellectual assent" and the
latter involving some additional element of commitment or reliance. That man
can be so truncated as to be able to sincerely believe with his mind (i.e., a false
faith) yet not believe with his heart is theologically suspect. If the head represents
the intellect while the heart represents the will, what place do the emotions have

in the faith process? Could a person have an insufficient faith because he has

believed with his mind (head) and submitted his will (heart) but has not believed
with his emotions? Even Clark, who is a Reformed theologian, expresses strong
sentiments against the head-heart division. He has evinced from the use of plsrls
('faith") in the Gospel of John that genuine faith can certainly be an intellecrual
assent, i.e., that the fundamental meaning of pistis is belief in a proposition (cf.
the very purpose statement of the Gospel, John 20:31). "There is no antithesis
between believingJesus as a person and believing what he says" (Clark, logos,
71). There are not three options: false faith, true faith, and no faith. Only rwo
options present themselves on the pages of Scripture: faith and no faith.

Rakestraw points out that in Jas 2:19 the text says that the demons " believe
that... " Qtisteuo + hoti), not'believe in... " Therefore, the faith under
discussion is intellectual and lacks the commitment necessary for true faith
(Rakestraw,'James2:12-26.'36). But the very same construction is used no less

than twelve times in the Gospel of John alone to connote genuine faith, including
the purpose statement in John 20:31 . Other references include 6:69;8:24; 7l:27 ,

42; 13:19; 14: 10-1 1; 16:27, 30; 77 :8, 21.
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to prove the existence of a false intellectual faith that does not redeem,
are "comparing apples with oranges." Therefore, it is pressing the case

too far to find in this passage an example of the kind of false faith that is
inadequate to regenerate because it fails to produce consistent works.
This argument has no clear value.

D. Demons and People: An Illogical Comparison

A second major objection to the traditional prooftexting of 2:19 is this:
No faith the demons have can be compared with faith that people have.
Even if the text read, "You believe that Jesus is the Christ [cf. John
20:31);. . . The demons also believe . . . ," an inadequacy in comparison
would still be evident. Although the words for "faith" are never used
elsewhere for the response of demons, it is true that in the Gospels the
demons know thatJesus is the Son of God (Matt 8:29).I They even yield
to his Lordship (Mark l:24;5:7; Matt 8:29-30).

Nevertheless, if demons had faith in Christ, i.e., if they trusted in His
sacrifice for their redemption, they would not be born again. It would
not matter whether the faith was intellectual assent or full surrender.
There simply is no redemption for demons (Heb 2:14). On the other
hand, whenever a person trusts in Christ solely as his sinbearer, he is
forensically justified.3a In regard to eternal salvation, demons and people
cannot be compared. Evangelicals should abandon their use o{las 2:19

if for no other reason than this: The faith of demons cannot and should
not be compared with the faith of human beings.

E. The Opponent Speaks in 2zl9

Yet a third consideration demands our attention in 2:19. \(e have in
the words all' erei lis ('But someone will say") the obvious introduc-
tion of an objector. But what follows seems to be a reversal of what we

3r Vilkin holds that the fear exhibited by the demons is evidence that they
really do believe in monotheism (Robert N. ti(ilkin, "An Exegetical Evaluation
of the Reformed Doctrine of the Perseverance of the Saints" [Th.M. thesis,
Dallas Theological Seminary, 1982), 1l). Polhill's comment is interesting:
" More thanmere intellectual assentisinvolved in the demonic acknowledgment
of God," in that they fully recognized who Jesus was and understood that their
very existence was in his control [italics added] (Polhill, 'James 2," 404, n 28).
Despite this admission, he uses 2:79 to establish that James's concern is an

intellectual-assent-only faith (page 400).
i{James is in agreement with all of the NT in making Christ the object of faith

(2:r).
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might expect: James is said to have faith while the objector claims to have
works. Dibelius comes to the conclusion that the text has suffered cor-
ruption, making the passage impervious.r5 But the solution may be found
by discovering how far the objector's words extend.16 Hodges percep-
tively asks, "Is it possible that the exegetical difficulties involved here
are actually due to a failure to read all the objector's words?" [italics
originall.r'

Once again the options are sundry. A survey of the placement of quo-
tation marks in various translations of Jas 2:18-20 shows that as many
as four possibilities exist. They are arranged below with a representa-
tive translation, starting from the shortest suggested words of the
ob;'ector down to the longest. The underlined portion reflects the place-
ment of the quotation marks in each version.

Option #1: Moffattr8

''Someone will object, " And you claim to have faitb!" Yes, and I claim
to have deeds as well; you show me your faith without any deeds, and
I will show you by my deeds what faith is! reYou believe in one God?
Vell and good. So do the devils, and they shudder.':oBut will you un-
derstand, you senseless fellow, that faith without deeds is dead?

Option #2: NIVD
rsBut someone will say, "You bave faith; I have deeds." Show me your
faith without deeds, and I will show you my faith by what I do. reYou

believe that there is one God. Good! Even the demons believe that-
and shudder.20You foolish man. do vou want cvidence that faith with-
out deeds is useless?

r5 Dibelius,/ames, 157 -58.
tu "The first investigation incumbent upon the interpreter is to determine how

far the opponent's objection extends and where the author's words begin again"
(Ibid., 154). On the other hand, McKnight holds that the beginning of James's
response in 2:18b is one of the "elements of exegesis which, if not certain, [is]
unquestionably on the side of probability." He spends only one sentence to
decide the case (McKnight, 'Interlocutor,' 359-60).

37 Zane C.Hodges, "Light onJames Two From Textual Critrcism," Bib lioth eca

Sacra 120 (Octobcr 1963):343.
i8James Moffatt, Tbe Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments

(New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, lnc., 1926).
r" Cf. also RSV, NRSV, NKJV, NAB, GNB (Today's English Version),

Bcrkcley, NEB (loosely)
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Option #3: NASBao
I8But someone may well say," You have faith, and I batte zttorks; sbout

me your faith tpitbout the ztorks, and I utill sbow you my faitb by my

z;torks." 'eYou believe that God is one. You do well; the demons also

believe, and shudder. 2oBut are you willing to recognize, you foolish

fellow, that faith without works is useless?

Option #4: Veymouthat
I8Nay, someone will say, " You haae faitb, I haoe actions; prove to me

your faitb from corresponding actions and I uill proz'te mine to you by

my a,ctions. 'tYou believe that God is one, and you are quite right: evil

spirits also beliepe this, and shudder." 2aBut,idle boaster, are you will-
ing to be taught how it is that faith aPart from obedience is worthless?

As is obvious from these options, the Greek text does not contain some

form of inspired punctuation to help decide the case. So how are these

options to be settled? Vhile the literature complicates the decisions,

insight is available. As we have already concluded, the phrase, "But
someone will say," undoubtedly contains a standard formula for intro-
ducing an objection. Hodges expresses the opinion that o antbrope hene

("You foolish man") can be best understood as James's resPonse to the

objector, whose word s carry through two verses (2:18-19), not one. This

is the pattern taken by the Weymouth version in the fourth option above.

Convincing support for this conception is found in the similar biblical
parallels in 1 Cor 15:35 and Rom 9:19 where the rebuttals commence

with a rebuking appellative strikingly parallel to Jas 2:20.a2 For consis-

tency, the NASB is used without its quotation marks for all the verses

in the following chart:

Rom 9:19-20

49

Jas 2:18-20

But someone may
well say,

I Cor 15:35-36

lntroductory Formula

But someone will say, You.will say to
me tnen.

'o Cf. also Phillips, New Century Version, The'Webster Bible (1833)' Douay
Version.

ur Richard F. \Weymouth , Tbe Nezp Testament in Modern Speecb (London:

James Clark and Company, 1 905); cf. also \Williams version ,The N ew Testament

(1986 ed. only); Young's Literal Translation (1898); andMartin,James,T6-77,

88-89, 90, who holds this option with reservations'
a2 Zane C. Hodges, Tbe Epistle of James (Irving, TX: Grace Evangelical

Socicty, 1994),65; see also the same author's work,Dead Faith: What Is It?
(Dallas: Redenci6n Yiva, 1987), 16-17.
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Objector's '!ilflords

You have faith, and I How are the dead raised? lVhy does He still
have works; show me And with what kind find fault? For whcr
your faith without the of body do they come? resists His will?
works, and I will show
you my faith by works.
You believe that God
is one. Yo do well; the
demons also believe
and shudder.

Apostle's Response

But arc you willing to You fool! That which On the conrrary,
recognize, you foolish you sow does not come who are you, O man,
fellow, that faith with- to life unless it dies . . . who answers back
out works is useless? to God?

As can be seen in the chart, in both of the Pauline texrs the reioinder
to the imaginary objector begins with a pronouncement of rhe man's
foolishness. But in James, the remark about the objector's folly comes
at the beginning ofverse 20, not in verse 18 or 19. Ifthis is accepted, the
counterproposal to James encompasses all of 2:l}-19.a3 These parallel
stylistic structures make it nearly impossible ro take the text in any other
way than that 2: 1 8- 1 9 is a complete unit-the enrire words of an oppo-
nent to James.aa Although secular literature can also be cited with the
same stylistic blueprint, the biblical patrern is convincing in and of it-
self.45

McKnight, attempting ro confirm the unity of Z:tgb-tg (but as
the response from James), really gives evidence of the unity of all of

or Others who take the two verses as a unit (but as an ally to James) include
Mayor, James, 1,01; Robert Johnstone, A Commentary on James, revised ed.
(Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth Trusr., 1977),188-91.

aa Lenski rejects these parallels, arguing that both the form of these biblical
texts and the parallels in secular lirerature are different from James. \flhy he
thinks so is not given. It is more likely that he is viewing the words in 2:1 8b from
his inclination rhat they are the words of an ally. This influences his interprerarion
(Lenski,James, 583).

a5 For an overview of the parallels in secular literature, see Dibelius,/arzes,
154, n.29.
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2:18-19 (apart from the introductory formula, of course). In a footnote
he observes:

Observe rhe neat structure of 2:14-26: (1) 2:14 and 2:17 form an

inclusio, both verbally (cf. erga de me echE ["and he does not have

works"l and me eche erga ["it does not have works"]) and rhetori-
cally (question/conclusion); (2) 2:20 forms an inclusio with 2:26 both
rhetorically (question/conclusion) and materially (cf. argc ["useless"]
with nehra ["dead"1;.*

Martin, citing R. W. Vall's unpublished article on the passage' lists

two other supports for extending the objector's statement through the

end of 2:19:1) a chiastic structure is found in2:78-19; and 2) the rebuke

in verse 20 is so severe that it necessitates more than a briefly stated ob-
jection.aT But added to that is the salient affinity between syp istin ecbeis

("you [you.selfl have faith") in 2:18 and s/ pisteweis ("you [yourselfl
b.ii"u.';; in2:lg,making it all the more likely that both verses come from

the mouth of the same person.
'What then is the meaning intended by the zealous antagonist?08 Only

a brief answer can be offered here. with the help of textual criticism,

the cbqris ("without") of t gb is best replaced by the superior reading of

au McKnight, "Interlocutor," 363, n.38. The inclusion between 2:20 and2:26

is strengthened if we read the nekra f" dead" l of the Maiority Text in 2:20'
{' R-. W. 'Wall, "Interlocutor and James, James 2:18-20 Reconsidered,"

unpublished article cited in Martin, James,76-77.In the 1 corinrhians and

Romans g parallels, the objector's words carry for two senrences, not one. This

backs up \flall,s observation about the rebuke necessitating more rhan a concise

protest. Regrettably, the chiastic structure is not Printed in Martin's commentary'
as A defense of the meaning of the text is nor crucial for our thesis. The point

to be stressed is that the words of 2:19 are the opinions of an opponent ofJames,

not rhe theology of James himselfl Therefore, Heide seems to be missing the

point in stating, "VhetherJames or some supposed debater is speaking in verse

iS is of little consequence to rhis debate . . . James ultimately agrees with what

is being said" (Heide, "James 2:14," 95)'Heide's thought i sthar2:1'4-77 and2:20-

26 stili teach that a dead faith is an intellectual faith that does nor redeem,

regardless of how we interpret 2:l9.Bttt it may also be that Jas 2:19 has been

unconsciously applied to 2:14-26 ro prove that a dead faith is a false faith. Once

this theology h"i pe.meated the passage, there is no further need for Heide and

others to use 2:1 9. The inrellectual, falsefaiththeology stands by itselfthroughout

2:14-26. Despite Heide's disclaimer, the identity of the spokesperson in 2:19 has

significant consequences for the debate, as was documented in the introduction

to this article.
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eh ("by") found in the Majority Text and the Textus Receptus (but omit-
ted from the KJV).{'The resultant meaning is a challenge Ly the objector
for faith to be demonstrated by works ejq. His challenle is refiected
in the words deixonn oi ("Show me") and soi deixo("I will show you").
The point of the demonsrration lies in the supposed impossibiiity of
displaying any works that can prove the exisience of faith ,in.. i*o
disparate "works" arise from rhe same affirmation of faith. The demons
believe there is one God and rremble; James believes the same thing but
does good works.so

In modern rerms, rhe imaginary objector might have said, ..James, you
start with a doctrinal point, and show me what good work proves you
believe this. If you can do that, I'll do the ..rr".r.. I'll name a good work
and show what doctrine must be behind it. It's impossible! For example,
James, you believe that the body is the temple of the Holy Spirit. And
you have a monogamous marriage. But the Mormons believe that too,
and some of them are polygamous. So works can't show us anything
about a person's faith. No one can see faith."

By so arguing, the objector hopes to salvage some value for a verbal-
ized faith.slJames had stated that both speaking and acting on our faith
in the Lord Jesus (2: 12 with 2: 1 ) were required of the believer, and that
works show us that one's faith is living and vi'al (2:17).52 Therefore,

"'Wall, " lnterlocutor and James, " cited in Ma rtin,J ame s,7 6-77. The Weymouth
version appears ro read the e,0 also. The reading of ea [" by "] is cena inly the lectio
dfficilior.lnternal evide nce, such as the chiastic srructure discussed below, helps
confirm this reading. For a defense of this reading together with a fuller
explanation of the meaning, see either work by Hodges, ..Light onJames Two,,'
343-47 or Dead Faith,16-'17.

s'That kalos poieis (" you do well" or "you do right") can be rendered this way
(= " you do good [works] ") is seen from its use in Luke 6 :27 andMatt 5:24; 12:J,2;
cf. also halos poieite ("you are doing what is right/good',) inJas 2:g and kalon
poiein ("to do what is right/good") inJas 4:12.

5r The theme of an undisciplined tongue flows throughout the book of James,
and begins as early as I :13, "let no one say when he is tested . . . ,, Many amont
James's readers were verbalizing this misconception of the nature of their trials.
James 2:14 fits into this theme. As a christian,to say that I have faith (2:14) but
not involve myself in good deeds is a sin of my rongue as well as a sin of my life.

s2 "Dead faith" for James does nor mean a false faith but a useless faith. A
productive faith is his theme from the beginning. His directions are ro counr
trials as joyful "because you know that the testing of your faith produces
perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be mature and
complete, not lacking anything" (NIV, 1 :3-4). This productiue-faith theme musr
be allowed to impact our thinking of James 2 (cf .2:22).
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works can demonstrate one's faith. The oPponent disagrees, speculat-

ing that no one can see the vitality of faith by works. The following

,"Br'rtt"l by James is designed to Prove that faith was surely visible

through t(e *orks of Abiaham' The only way to see faith is through

*orki to merely talk our faith is useless to meet practical n-eeds

(cf.. z:i|-rc *h"r. someone speaks but doesn't act)' The blepeis ("you

isingular] see',) in 2:22 rs then directed toward the challenge of deixon

-oi"Sht* me," 2:18) by the objector' The borate ("you, see")' now

-o.,i.,g to the plural, draws the readership back into the truth thatJames

is stressing.
perhapJthe following analysis will assist us to understand this inter-

pretation of the opponJnt', *o.dr. The text reveals an internal chiastic

ior-* urrde.lyingihe challenge to James. The translation follows the

M"jo.ity T.*ti' "id 
should be read from the top down, and from left

,o iigt r. The chiastic format is incomplete (the bottom right) because:

1) th"e imaginary oPponent has supplied James's resPonse for him'.and

Z j th" oppi.r.rri do.r not hold thai a further reply by James is possible.

The Starting The Exhibit Exhibit

Point: Chalienge: A: B:

Vorks Do Not Jamcs Has Demons Have

ITJ """'' H'Il;i,* ::':"i,'.I:
2:lEa 2:18b 2219a 2:l9b

James A1 Faith You have Show me You believe The demons

faith your faith that God is one also believe

ttir
BtVorks

Objector B2Vorks and I have and I will show

works You bY mY works

A':Faith my faith

by your works You do well! and shudder

VV

tr The Greeh Nezu Testament According rc the Majority Text, ed' Zane L'
Hodges and Arthur L. Farstad (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers,2nd ed.,

1982).
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III. Conclusion
This study has artempred to establish numerous precautions against

::ilg.Jl: 2:19 as a prooftext for the concepr and tireology of 
" 

?f"lr.
faith." First,.any passagg that is fraught wiih such .o-pi.h.nrive ex-
egetical challenges should not be a primary (and perhaps nor even a
secondary) foundation for a theologic"l supe.strucrure. But this is ex-
actly howJas 2: l9 has been.employ.J by -"ny evangericars. Those using
the verse to promote the existence of a ,rrppor.d "h"il f"ith" ou". 

"g"r.rr,genuine faith should be more .i.cumrpeit in their handling of thJ par-
sage on this ground alone.

Further serious cavears have been highlighted. Two factors render the
application of demonicfaith to earthly ti";"g completely inappropriate:
1) The conrent of faith that the demons 

".. 
,iid ,o iorr.r, i, ,,ot th'. .on-

tent of faith for eternal life; and 2) Any possible iaith that demons can
possess-whether it is intellectual asseni or full and complete surren-
der to the Lordship of christ-cannot gain eternal life for them. There
is no redemption for the. evil angels. It is illogical to compare faiJ of
the spirit world with faith in the human realm.

Finally, it has been demonsrrated that the words of las 2:19 are not
spoken by James himself. Instead, Jas 2:1g-19 

". 
a *hol. comes from

the mouth of the imaginary objector introduced in 2:1ga. It should be
obvious that if this is rhe case, Evangelicals will need to abandon the use
of this verse ro establish orthodox Jefinitions of faith. Should -" ,...t
as trurh that which comes from the mouth of an objector to the apostle
James ?
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I.Introduction

The theological issues relating to the doctrines of election and salva-

tion have been covered extensively in recent years' Basically' there are

four views on election:

1) God elected those individuals who would be saved based on His

foreknowledge that they would believe;

2) God unconditionally elected individuals He would save based on

His sovereign choice alone;

3) God elected those individuals who would be saved' yet also gave

them the free will to choose whether or not to believe (a seeming para-

dox);

a) God elected those who would be saved through the."Elect One"'

Jesus chrisr; all who by fairh are "in christ" are elect in that corpo-

rate Body.'

None of these views is without some difficult exegetical problems in

S..if,rrr.. However, I find the theology of five-p-oint.Calvinism (view

#2 abovet) to be inconsistent with the teaching of Scripture'

It is noi the purpose of this essay to tt'potd to specific issues in the

doctrine of eleition and salvation. E*pott"tttt of free Srace salvation have

Jlr.utt.a biblical and exegetical ptoblems with the doctrines of five-

poi.rt C"lui.,ism.r Ratherith. putpote of this essay is to discuss the

' O{ these views, I can accePt the tension of the third' but lean toward the

"corporate election" position.- 
i F'iu.-poirr, Calvinism is also known variously as Classical Calvinism, Neo-

puritanism, orexperimental Predestinarianism.Itsimplications are often exhibited

in the teachings of Lordship Salvation'
i ro, 

" 
."r"Lgrr. of p"rr"g., affecting this-question' and extensive exegetical

discussion of th-. irrrr"i, I hi;hly recomlend Joseph Dillow's bookTbe Reign

"f ri, ir* t"tKizgs (Miami Springs, FL: Schoettle Publishing Company' 1992)'

))
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implications of this doctrine.

II. Five-Point calvinism and the Attributes of God
classical calvinists somerimes srare rhar the individual unconditional

election view is necessary to accounr for God's 
"r,riur,.tJr.r.*n"size God's.sovereignty, omnipotence, omniscrence, omnrpresence, andimmutability. But do,corpo."t. election and free *ill Ji;;;;;;J?"a,,

attribures? Let me offer a few thoughts.

,.^]lYn"l l,ik"1 ,ttt grearer power (omnipotence): to creare beings who
nave no abllrty to choose_who are mere pawns on God,s .ormi.".h"rr_
board-or ro creare beings who have the fre"dom ,o ,...p, o. 1.1".,
God's salvation? I submit, the latter. How powerfur is Goi? powerful
enough ro save sinners? yes. powerful enough ,o .h"r.,g. ;;;;, i","
obedient saints ? Yes. powerful enough to keefsaved ,irr.r".., ,.*d, .rr..,
lfrm.f ,fil to always live faithful, ob".di..rt lives? yes. This, I submit, is
the real demonstration of the power of God's salvation in christ. \ilhen
y. :r"li. i" glory, we will see many who apparently Uy hu-rr, ,r"rr_
dards did nor measure up- Their C'hristian gio*th *"r'.ru.rr.a, ifr.;
witness non-existent, and thei. obedience inconsistent. And then wewill
:f ly grisp the power of God's saving grace-a grace that is greater than
all our stn.

2) vhat about the divine attribure of love, which so essenrially re-
flects the narure of God (1 John 4:8)? vould; C;J;il;"ir.i ,rr.
existence of immortal beings without making any provision for them
ro_escape erernal rormenr be a cruel being? wt,"i [i"a of God wourdcallon mankind to "bclieve and be r"u"d"" *t." ri" t,r;*;;h.;;",
not? Suppose you arc our.on a cruise in your luxurious y"f ni Vou
receive a distress.signal,.and come upon the site of a shipwrl.f. *irf, :Oor 40 people still thrashing abour in th. *at".. It tu.ns out th.y ...thugs-pirates out ro loot vessels just like yours-whose ship went
down..These people have no merit which *ould -.,i;;;;;;*i.';;".them, but you are moved with love for them nevertheless_you .*,,
bear to watch them drown. So you instruct one of yo.r, ,..rr"'rr, ," g.,
a,lifesaver ready, and-at random-pick ort thr.. o.'f;;;,;;;;l';:,,,
:**,.^Tl"l disregarding th....si, you head for sho.e. f , ,t i, -...y
il1'ryrl Admittedly, the parailer is not perfect, but it iilustrates a truth:
rr uocl erects rndrvrduars to sarvation, and could have erected as many

1:I^",*""r.d 
(none of whom was deserving) *hy -""1; H;;;i;;i;.,

some i
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3) concerning rhe narure of love, what kind of relationship is there

between God atid people who could never choose Him-but are "irre-

sistibly" called? A^r"-in".y professor of mine used to say that forced

love is not love. God does not force His love on people'

For these and other reasons, I question the idea that individual un-

conditional election and five-poinfc"lt inir- best reflects the attributes

of God. A God who sovereignly offers salvation to all through His e-lect

Savior reflects both power "ni 
loue. I.t addition to the questiol o.f 

.dl-
vine attributes, ho*.uer, there are ramifications of this doctrinal decision

for each person,s life and ministry. on this point both sides agree. It is

to these implications that we now turn.

III. Getting Our Theological Bearings

Some time ago I received a letter from Insigbt for Living ministry'.In

the letter, chu"ck Swindoll looked back over his years in pastoral min-

istry and listed some of the lessons he had learned. one of those he

mentioned was rhis: I bave learned that tbinhing theologically pays off,

big timelThinking theologically means that you look at.a.system of

do-.trine not in iso'.iation, b"ut in conjunction with other biblical truth.

How does it fit? vhat does it mean? ve all need to begin thinking theo-

logically.
it ;, llk. having a long line of dominoes. You knock over the first one,

and all the otheri evenirally fall. Thinking theologically is like-looking

ahead-seeing what dominoes will fall if you knock over the first one.

L -"".,, askiig the question, "'What are the ramifications of this doc-

trine? Where does it lead?"

This means, of course, that you must understand the meaning of the

five points of ..classical" calvinism. Let me take a run at it. The five

points are:
Total DePravitY
Unconditional Election
Limited Atonement
Irresistible Grace
Perseverance of the Saints'o

o These were creared at the Synod of Dort tn 1619, and affirmed by the

\Westminster Assembly in 1648. They stand or fall as a unit. For example, a

theologia., might*ell.eject "U" (unconditionalelection) because he is convinced

that "L" is unbiblical.
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According ro the Classical Calvinists, system, man is totally de_
prar.,ed-by which they mean he cannot .lrl., ,.rpo.rd to the G'ospel
message. These individuals are "dead" and must be ."g"ne.at ed before
they can even have faith! This leads to unconditional iraioi,-"rii"g
that God so.vereignly (arbitrarily) chose those who would U.,*.i, ,ra
thus, there is a limited atonement (atonement is "limited" to those He
chooses)' This in turn implies irresistibre grace, since no one whom God
elects will be lost (no one who is elected ir, ."ject Christ, just as no one
who is not elected can receive Him). Finally, ihi, le"ds ,L'prrrro"ro"n*
of tbe 

.saints, meaning, to Classical C"llri.risis, not simply that the be_
lrever is 

9t-erlaf ly secure, but that the true believer *ill neuer fall away.5
A life of faithful obedience, therefore, is an inevitable result of salva-
tion.

Most christians have heard of T-u-L-I-p. I submit that a tulip is a
beautiful flower, but it is bad theorogy. The fruit of ,rr. ri""i.. i,
appealing; the fruit of the theology is appalling..

5 There are various views on the precise meaning of "falling away,', but in
general ir means that the "true" christian will continue in good"*o.kr, 

"nd 
not

lapse permanently into sinfulness.

_ ' l: previously noted, Classical Calvinist tcaching is popularly seen rn
Lordship Salvarion theology, which is an apprication of .:p" 

11....u".Jn.. oirt .
Saints) to the message of the Gospel. It is deiended by men [t 

" 
v"t,". ci*r.y,

loday's Gospel: Authentic or Synthetic? (carrisle, pA: The Banner of Truth
Trust, 1970); James M. Boice, Christ's Call to Dirciplesbip (Chicagor Moody
Press, 1986); John F. MacArrhur, Jr. The Gospel Accoriin'g to 1r7r, fC.r"aRapids: zondewan Publishing House, 199q: Faith 'worEs (Dar^r,'vlo.a
Publishing, 1993); John H. Gerstner Wrongly Diriding the \y*d of iru,ti, A
Critique of Dispensationalism (Brent*ood, iN, volg"emurh a Hiau., 1991);
R. C- Sproul, and J. I. Packer (various writings), 

"rrd 
.,.i-".or* other Reio.med

theologians. Because of his adherence to pie-millennial dispen."i;""rtir. r"position traditionally rejected by classical calvinists), Mac Arthur has become
to many the mosr visible defender of rhis theology. However, he is only
expressing doctrine which was developed in the w.itin'gs of theologians s;.r.. il"
days of rhe Puritans, and was codifiei in the rwestminster co.,fJssion. For an
example of his allegl"tr.. ,o *estminster rea ching, see Faith \t/orks, 1gO_g l . For
tfre p.urposes of conremporary undersranding,"ihe student shourd consider,
theretore' rhrs response to be a criticism of Lordship Sarvarion doctrine.
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IV. Vhat'TULIP" Does to the Gospel Message

The first area in which this issue makes a difference is in the Gospel

t";;g;. \riat is it that we are to tell a Person when we witness? What

is the good news?- 
?ir"iirt *essage of classical Fire_point calrinism is often expressed

in o *)yib;tb *ihri fa;th a"d worles necessar2',foy salpation'- 
U.raJ.t,"" dwhy:It is because man is spiritually dead' and is,regener-

*J-ty C"a 
"p"ri 

f.o- any resPonse "" tlt: part of man' and because

God's purpor. .".r.rot b. tlr*"titd ("true" faith cannot fail to issue in

*"*rf th'"t 
" 

,".,.d person will inevitably and absolutely "persevere"

i"if,. f"lrfr. Thus, *oiks , as an inevitable reswp,are necessary for salva-

tion.'- 
i" U. fair, we should note thar Classical Calvinists usually object to

,frirly a.t..ibing the gospel message.as not "faith + works = justifica-

,io.rl"U,r, "faith i lrrrtifi."tio.t + works'"t I submit that anyone with a

L".i" f.n"*f.dg. oi logic can easily demonstrate that these two end up

in the same place.

In the firsi equarion, faith alone does not lead to justification; works

must be added. But in the second, once again faith alone does not lead

i"l"riiii.",i"n; if works do not follow, then there was no faith' This is

,ro'-o..thanawordgame'ItisbestseenintheoldCalvinistsaying:
"yo., 

"r. 
saved by faith"alone, but the faith that saves you is never alone. "

Let me .o-pl.t. it: "You are saved by faith alone (apart from.works)'

but the faith that saves you is never aione (apart from works)." This is

internally inconsistent.
Suppose you go to a c^r lot to buy a used car, and purchase a car {or

$s-,tdd if y'"" hive the $5,ooo, you may pay it right then' If you don't'

the salesman may arrange-a loan fot yo" io-p"y-it back over a period of

v."rr. gu, do", th. f^.tih"t you doJt pay anything up{ront mean that

you got the car free? Absolutely not' You are Payrng tor tt-the,PaY-

-"nt"i, just an inevitable result of your buying the car' To p.araphrase

the Classical Calvinist saying: "You are a car-owner by signing a sales

"1.".-..t, 
alone (apart f.o--atty money changing hands)' but the sign-

iig of a sales agreement by which I?Y 1tt a car-owner ls never alone

(aiart from -Jn.y ch".rging hands)'" If,the money doesn't.change

i;;;, ;"" lor. tl,. .". (ihis"*ording reflects Arminian theology; in

Calvinist theology, you never had the car in the first place!)'

So ,oo it is foo"lishness to say that salvation is by faith alone, but that

faith is nor tme faith unless it co-.r with works. Let's be honest: this is

7 See, for example, MacArthur,Jr',Faith Worles'87f'
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salvation by works._And in unguarded moments_and increasingly
Uo_la]f in our day-Classical Calvinists often say exactly this.

John Gerstner is one such theologian. He wrires:

From the essential rruth that n. sinner in himself can merit salvation,
the antinomian draws the erroneous conclusion that good *o.k. n".i
nor accompany faith in the saint.. The question is nlt whether good
works arc nccessary to salvation, but in what way they 

"." 
r.."ri".u.

As the inevitable outworking of saving faith, they 
"r. n.."rr"ry fJ,

salvation.

And again:

Thus, good works may be said to be a condition for obtaining salva_
tion in that they inevitably accompany genuine faith.s

- 
The apostle Paul would never agree with this! In fact, he is precise on

the distinction between faith and works. For example:

Nozp to him who u,orhs, tbe zuages are not counted as grace but as debt.
But to bim zpho does not,.porh, but belieres on Him"uho justtfies tbe
ungodly, his fanh is accounted for righteousness (Rom 4:4_5).

In Galatians 2:1.6, with an eye toward the legalistic theology of the
Judaizers, he writes:

. . .^hnozoing tbat a man is not justified by the uorhs of the Lazo but
by faitb in Jesus Chrisr, eaen z,r" boie betiered in Christ Jesus, tnot _,
migbt be lustified by faith in Christ and not by tbe uoris oyifr ir-*;
for by tbe uorhs of tbe Lazr no flesh sbalt be justified.

And again,

. . ._:.ot by zcorks of righteousness which tpe ha,e done, but according
to His mercy He saa.ed us, tbrougb the utashing of ,rgererotion on7
reneu,ing of the Holy.Spirir (Titus 3:5_6).

. ' per1ye1, Wrongly Diaiding tbe Word of Truth,21O. This is nor a new view.
Arthur Pink, a well-known five-point caivinist is called by some ". pu.iirn
born out of time." ln An 

.Exposition of Hebreuts (Grand Rapids: s"L.., 1s;s),
600, cited in Joseph C. Dillow, Tbe Reign of tbe Seruant Kiigs,llf .,he quotes
John O..wens-the prince of pr.rritan 

""poriro.r_- ith oppriaat:.:i;;;;;".
own diligent endeavor is such an indispensable meanr'io, that end, ,, th"t
without it, it will not be brought about . . . If we are in Christ, God h;i;;."
us the lives of our souls, and hath taken upon Himself, in rii, .ou.n"r,i, ,t.
preservarion of them. Butyet we may say, wiih reference u ntothemeansth"i H.
hath appointed, when stormr and trials a.is e, unress ute use our dirigent endrooorr,
r.te cannot be saved."
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Of course, Lordship Salvation theologians know these Scriptures too'

So how can rhey ,rrppo., works as necessary for salvation? They do it

by creating two categori es, non-meritorious zuorhs (works which ineai-

tibly rrrr|from saliation), and meritoriows works (works which result

in ,ilu"tion). The former verify or validate one's salvation; the latter, of

course, are impossible. These two categories of works result in comments

like these from MacArthur:

Meritorious works have nothing to do with fairh.Bttfaitb workshave,

everything to do with it . . . faith that does not produce works.is dead

fair( inefii.a.ious faith. Faith that remains idle is no better than the

faith the demons disPlaY.'

Again on the same Page:

The believer himself contributes nothing meritoriows [italics mine] to

the saving process.to

Later in the same book, he again writes:

As we have seen time and time again in our study' meritorious works

fitalics mine] have no place in salvation'"

Likewise Gerstner, in his book attacking dispensationalists, writes that

virtually all dispensarionalists, do not see the elementary difference be-

tween non-rniritorious "requirements," "conditions," "necessary

obligations," "indispensable duties," and "musts," as the natural out-

*orii.tg oi rr,.r. faith, in distinction from faith in the Savior p/zs

meritorious r.uorhs as the very basis of salvation'''

Guilty as charged! I confess, I do not see this distinction in scripture.

In fact it ir.,'t there. It exists in Classical Calvinist/Lordship Salvation

theology, but not in the Bible. works are works; they either are or are

,,o, n"I.rr".y for salvation. \With the apostle Paul, I say they-are not;

we are saved 
..by grace . . . through faith . . . not of works" (Eph 2:8-9).

rililhile more .orild b. said here, we now move on to one other area in

which the TULIP doctrines of Lordship Salvation affect christian life

and ministry.

e MacArthur, Faitb \ilorks,53, italics his'

'0 Ibid.
'r lbid., 2o7.He goes on ro stare that while works do not contribute to our

salvation, failure to do those works we know we should do means we are not

saved.

'2 Gerstner, 
.Wrongly Dbiding tbe tilord of Trwtb,226'
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V. Vhat 'TULIP' Does to Assurance of Salvation

. Few long-cherished doctrines of believers are more under attack ro-
day than the belief in the possibility of assurance of salvation. can you
know. that /!u a1e sauedi Most beiievers would probably 

".,r-.. il,r,question in the affirm2sivs-svgn if their lives might ,ro, b. shining ex-

]mRles 
of christian growth. But the teaching ofiur-Ip would aTro*

them no such assurance.
Absolute assurance of sahtation is impossible in Classical Fiae-point

Calainism and Lordsbip Theology.
Hard to believe . . . but demonstrably rrue.
rJnderstand wby: since works are an ineaitabre outcome of ..true,,

salvation, one can only know he or she is saved by the p..r..r.. of good
works'1r But since no t.re.is perfect (although some consistent five-point
calvinists believe in "sinless perfection"),"rny 

"rrurr.,ce 
is at bert i--

perfect as well. Therefore, yo., -"y thinh you believed irr.;.ru, Chrirt,
yay yhinb you had saving faith, but be sadiy mistaken. TJexplain this,
lallinjst theologians musr creare two kinis of faith, ..rp.rrio.rr; f"i,h
(faith that does not sav.e) and "genuine" faith (faith thai,.r.rlt, i'oro.kr,
and thus saves). This distinction is common in classical calvinist writ-
ings. For example:

There is a spurious as well as a genuine faith. Every man, zoben he
thinhs he belieztes, is conscious of exercising zabat he thinks is 1oith. s*,rh
is the correct starement of these facts of consciousness. No* .rppor"
the faith, of which the man is conscious, rurns our a spu.iou. faith, _urt
not his be a_spurious consciousness? And he, being without tt. ittu_
mination of the Spirit, will be in the dark as to irs hollowness.'o

In other words, you may tbinb you believe in the Lord Jesus Christ
as your personal Savior, yet be unsaved, and because .r.,r"rr"d, be totally
blind-to the fact you are unsaved! This reminds me of somethr"g ri.;.a
John MacArthur say_ on my car radio one day while driving itr'r<"nr"r.
It so startled me at the time that I stopped th. .". and *.Jte it down.

1r classical calvinists actually base assurance on three foundations: r) God's
promises of saving and keeping, 2) the inner wirness of the Holy Spirit, and 3)
the saints.' perseverance. Howerrer, only rhe third of these is otr.*.bl. o., u
personal level; thus ir is the only real basis of assurance. See MacArrhu r, Faitb
Worhs,184-92, andJames M. Boice,Foundations of tbe Christian Faith (Do*n"r,
Grove, IL: InrerVarsity Press, 19g6),431-40.

ra Roberr L. Dabney, Discussions by Robert L. Dabney,n.d., 1gO_gl.
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He was calling on listeners to examine themselves to see if they were

really saved. FIe said:

"You may be a spiritual defector who hasn't defected yet."

Just think! You may have trusted Christ, been baptized, and be pre-

p".ing for full-time vocational Christian service' but you can't know

whether you're saved; you may just be fooled.
R. C. Sproul, a well-known Calvinist, in an article entitled "Assur-

ance of Salvation." writes:

There are people in this world who are not saved, but who are con-

vinced that they are. The presence of such people causes genuine

Christians to doubt their salvation' After all, we wonder, suppose I
am in this category? Suppose I am mistaken about my salvation and

am really going to hell? How can I know that I am a real Christian?

A while back I had one of those moments of acute self-awareness that

we have from time to time, and suddenly the question hit me: 'R'C',
what if you are not one of the redeemed? !ilhat if your destiny is not

heaven after all, but hell?' Let me tell you that I was flooded in my

body with a chill that went from my head to the bottom of my spine'

I was terrified.

I tried to grab hold of myself. I thought, 'rVell, it's a good sign that

I'm worriid about this. Only true Christians really care about salva-

tion.' But then I began to take stock of my life, and I looked at my

performance. My sins came pouring into my mind, and the more I
iooked at myself, the worse I felt. I thoughq 'Maybe its really true'

Maybe I'm not saved after all.'

I went to my room and began to read the Bible. On my knees I said,

'Vell, here I am. I can't point to my obedience. There's nothing I can

offer. I can rely only on Your atonement for my sins. I can only throw

myself on your mercy'' Even then I knew that some people only flee

to the Cross to escaPe hell, not out of a real turning to God' I could

not be sure about my own heart and motivation. Then I remembered

John 6:68. Jesus had been giving out hard teaching, and many of His
io.-". foliowers had left Him. Vhen He asked Peter if he was also

going to leave, Peter said, 'Where else can we go? Only You have words

of et"tnal life.' In other words, Peter was also uncomfortable, but he

realized that being uncomfortable withJesus was better than any other

option.r5

'r This article is found in TableTalk, a publication of sproul's own Ligonier

Ministries, November, 1989, 20.
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'what a ghastly view! \(e are left in this lifetime in an uncomfortabre
quandary-unable to know whether we are saved or not! This view was
expressed a few years ago by a former seminary professor. In a debate
at seminary he said that no one could be loo% sure he was saved. He
pegged 99.9"h as the maximum amounr of certainty (is that ..certaintv',?)

one could have. on the basis of his life and *orks, he claimed ,oar6s"i
sure he was saved, but admitted he might be far less "cerrain." you could
have cur the air with a knife when a srudenr stood during the question
and answer time and asked with incredulity if she could eue. kno* she
was saved.lu

vhen our assurance of salvation is based at all on our works, we can
never have absolute assurance! This is reflected in a reluctance among
Lordship theologians to talk abour assurance of salvarion, particularl|
with new believers, and especially with children.lT After ali, until they
have lived out their lives, they can'r know whether they might fall away
from the faith, and thus prove that they were never really"saved in the
first place' once again, in their sysrem, practical "r*r"... of salvatron
is dependent on our works, not on the finished work of Christ.

But does Scripture discourage giving objective assurance of salvation?
Hardly! On the contrary, the Lord Jesus (|ohn 5:24), paul (Rom g:3g-
39), andJohn (1John 5:11-13) have no qualms about offering absolute,
obj ective assurance of salvation. Furthermore, works ar e nez,i r includ,ed,
as a requirement for assurance.rs

Does the Bible teach that sinning "christians" are really unsaved? Not
at all! The corinthians were far from spiritually mature, yet paul calls
them "babes in Christ" (1 Cor 3:l-4). God wants ur ro iro* that we
are His children, notto doubt it. He does not make sonship contingent
on obedience. But does He want us to change? Does He chasten us"like
a loving father? Does the Holy Spirit grie,uJwhen we stray from Him?

_.r6 
For other examples in writing, see Boice, Cbrist's call to Discipresbip, r66f;

Chanrry, Today's Gospel,73-77 ;MacArthur, Tb e Gospel Accordiig to J isus, 23,
178,189-94.

ItJohn MacArthur, in discussing how we should witness to children, writes:
"ItistheHolySpirit'stask,notours,toofferassurance... sodon'toveremohasize
objective assurance with children" (Faith Works,209). And why not? Ii.."ur"
somc "who profess Christ in childhood turn awav" (210).

'' Sccond Corinthians l3:5 and 2 Pet l:10,,*o'p.rr"g", commonly cited as
proof that works are necessary for assurance of ial'ation, ,r. ..rurlrv both
addres.sing the issue of faithfulness in the christian life and the .onr.qrr.nt
reception of reuards. See Dillow, The Reign of tbe Sentant Kings,295-360.
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Does God remain faithful to us even when we are unfaithful toward
Him? Yes, yes, and again yes!

The best evidence that a life of good works is not an inevitable out-
come of salvation is the NT itself. lwhy do the writers of the epistles

constantly concern themselves with exhorting believers to good works
if such works are inevitable? After all, God's purpose, if it cannot be

thwarted, would mean that those believers would never stray from the

truth. would never fall into sin, and in fact-if we are honest with Scrip-

ture-would never sin, period (1 John 3:9). But over and over again we

find appeals for Christians to live lives consistent with their faith. \W'hy?

One Lordship Salvation teacher told me he thought it was because Paul

and other NT authors knew that in the churches to which they were

writing there was a mixture of believers and unbelievers, and they were
just covering all the bases. Historically, this is doubtful, but even if it
were true, it doesn't explain the passages, because the writers base their
appeak to lioe godly lbes on the faith tttbich exists in tbeir readers (see

Rom 12:1f; Eph +:1f; Col2:6f; etc.) Did Paul doubt Timothy's salva-

tion? (See 1 Tim 6:11-14,20-21;2 Tim 1:8f, 13;2:l,3ff,15,21;3:14ft)
\i(hat about Philemon (S-10)? Obviously, these calls to holiness are made

because the NT writers knew that believers are not infallible, that they

are still tempted to sin, tempted to relax, Prone to evil. All fallen cre-

ation is bound in this sinful sphere; that's why Paul writes in Rom
8:22-25 that all creation, including believers, longingly awaits Christ's
return when we will finally be freed from the presence of sin and be-

come what we should be.

VI. Conclusion

In conclusion, let us make some observations.
1) The astute listener-and theological thinker-will realize that the

classical Calvinist doctrine of salvation is functionall2 the same as the

Arminian doctrine. Arminian theology teaches that you are saved by
faith, but that you stay saved by works. Classical Calvinist theology
teaches that you are saved by faith, but if you don't have works, you
were never saved in the first place. Both systems of theology make works
necessary for salvation. This shared doctrine was noted by a recognized

authority on Calvinism, R.T.Kendall, in his Oxford University Doc-
tor of Philosophy thesis entitled Cahtin and Englisb Calainism to 1649.

In the introduction he notes that his study shows "the surprising de-

gree of reciprocity that exists between'silestminster theology and the
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doctrine of faith inJacobus Arminius."te Today, many have come to see
this.

2) Another curious parallel is evident between classical calvinist
theology and Roman catholic theology. The two share an inclusion of
works in the gospel message, and an impossibility of assurance of salva-
tion. Although MacArthur would loathe the association, I do nor see
the practical difference between his statement on salvation2o and that of
Roman Catholicism.2l Both hold to the primacy of God's grace; both
inc-lude the necessity of our works. Apart from theological name-
calling and the ex nibilo creation of sub-categories of faith (spurious and
genuine) and works (meritorious and non-meritorious), there is no func-
tional disagreemenr.

This fact is especially important ro understand in light of recenr at-
tempts by Protestant and Roman Catholic church leaders to begin to
reunite the two groups. Many were shocked to see the names of so-e
prominent classical Calvinist theologians among the signers of the peace
document. I was not. \flhy not? Because Lordship Salvation t""ihi'g
has long been recognized as leading to Catholic soteriology. For
example, Dr. Earl Radmacher, President Emeritus of \fleste.n
Conservative Baptist Seminary, wrote in 1990:

Finally, as Paul felt the strong need to warn the elders of Ephesus con-
cerning distorted reachings from among the brethren, we have as grear
a need today. I fear that some current definitions offaitb ord r"pen-
tance are 

-not.paaing tbe road back to Wittenberg but, rather, paoing
tbe road bach to Rome. Justification is becoming "to make righteous;
rather than "ro declare righteous." Repentance is becoming ..peni-

tence" (if not "penance") rather than "changing the mind." And ..faith"

i" receiving more analysis and scrutinizing rather than the ..object of
faith."22

3) Concerning the meaning of justification, we rightly part company
with those who suggest that the atonement extends to physicai and

'e R. T. Kendall, Calain and English Calainism to IG49 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979), 3-4.

20 "It is free but it costs everything." The Gospel According to Jesus,22O.
2' " Eternal life is at once the free gift of God and something which we must earn

for ourselves." Fr. R. Creighton-Jobe, "Laying Up Our Treasure in Heaven," in
4D2000 (Nov, 1993),20.

22 Earl D. Radmacher, "Firsr Response to 'Faith According to the Apostle
James'byJohn F. MacArthu r,Jr.," JETS 33:1 (March, 1g9O),40-41 (italics mine).
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financialhealing (the so-called "health and wealth gospel"). The atone-

Le.,t d".1, *ilh o,r. position before God and the healing of our
sin-sickness, nor our plrysical well-being. But equally erroneous is the

idea that atonement extends to our actions, guaranteeing Progressrve

sancrificarion. The three aspecrs of the believer's salvation must bePre-

se.rv ed: J u stification (posititnal holiness) ref ers to (past)-salvation f rom

the penalty of sin. Sanctification (progressive holiness) refers to (present)

salrration iro- th. po*.. of sin. Glorification (potential or perfect ho-

liness) refers to (fuiure) salvation from the presence of sin'

+) 6lassical Calvinists may talk about man having a "free will," but it
is a very limited freedom! That is, a person may choose to reject christ-
all people do-but only those who have been elected may choose to

"...o, Hi-. This is no "free will"! Are the open invitations to trust

christ in the Bible actually a cruel hoax? I don't think so. Are all people

free to pur their rrust in the Lord Jesus christ as personal Savior for their

sin? Yes. That is why the call to missions is so urgent'

Some years ago I spent a summer selling books in Ohio' One day I
passed a little church-it was call.ed a Missionary church. I was inter-

ested in missions, and was a member of a church in the same

denominational family, so this sounded grear. Then I went to the house

of someone who attended the church. I asked about missionaries. It
seems they didn't support any-nor did they send any out' Vhy? They

were staunch classical calvinists. I would call them consistent; they

believed that since God elected and predestined any and allwho would

be saved in eternity pasq the best thing they could do was to pray for all

these to be saved. th"y tp".t, their time not witnessing, but praying for

God to bring in all those whom He had chosen for salvation. They were

consistent Classical Calvinists, but not consistent with Scripture! Mat-

thew 18:19-20 tells us to "Go. . . make disciples " ' baptizing " ' and

teaching"-not jusr go to prayer meerings.'\tr[e are exhorted by mission

leaders and evangelists to consider giving our lives in missionary ser-

vice. vhy? Because if people do not hear and believe in the only Name

under hearren by which they can be saved (Acts 4:12; Rom 1O:14), then

they will be forever separated from God.

VII. Epilogue

Much more could be said, but the purity of the Gospel and assurance

of salvation are the most important issues at stake here. The need to

protect these doctrines has never been greater. Consider the results of a

.....r, survey by the Barna Research Group. They found that among
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churchgoers who share their faith with others, almost half (ag%) be-
lieved that "if people are generally good, or do enough good things for
others . . . ,Jt.y will earn places in heaven." G.o.g. Baina conclided,
"There is plenty of reason for churches to *o.ry if nearly one-half of
their people who believe in evangelism also belierre in salvation by
works . ' ' The cenrral message of Protestantism is in salvation by faith
alone in- christ' yet fmany] Protesrant evangelizers seem to be preach-
ing a different message."23

My prayer today is that all of us, ro borrow the titles from two books
which deal very well with this issue, will dedicate ourselves to alwavs
proclaim our so Great Sahtation2a wherever we go, and to offer it to all
Absolutely Free.2s

23 As reported in Moody 94:2 (October l9g3), 67.
2a Charles C. Ryrie (r$(/heaton: Victor Books, 1990).

_'?s..Zans 
C. Hodges (Grand Rapids: Zondervanpublishing House, 19g9, and

Dallas, TX: Redenci6n Viva, 1989).



A Voice from the Past:

THETRUE GRACE OF GOD
IN\T/HICHYOU STAND

J. N. DARBY"

-I have written to you briefly; exhorting and testifying that this is

[the] true grace of God in which ye stand (1 Peter 5:12b, "New Trans-

lation"').

GOD is made known to us as the "God of all grace," and the position
in which we are set is that of "tasting that He is gracious." How hard it
is for us to believe this, that the Lord is gracious' The natural feeling of
our hearts is, "I know that thou are an austere man"; there is the want
in all of us naturally of the understanding of the Grace of God.

There is sometimes the thought that grace implies God's passing ooer

sin,6ut no, grace supposes sin to be so horribly bad a thing that God

cannot tolerate it: were it in the power of man, after being unrighteous

and evil, to patch up his ways, and mend himself so as to stand before

': John Nelson Darby (1800-1882) was a nineteenth century protagonist for
grace who gained a reputation for controversy for taking a stand against the

politics of his own church (he was originally a priest in tlie Church of Ireland).

L"t", h. crossed swords with the Jesuits on the continenc (endangering his life,

some reports say), the Reformed Establishment in Switzerland, Cardinal
Newman (whom he knew as ayoung Evangelical), his brother, Frances Newman,
who became a rationalist, and even George Miiller of Bristol.

There are 40 volumes of Darby's Collected tilritings. He was a remarkable

linguist, outstanding in Greek, Hebrew, Latin, French, German' Dutch, and

Italian, and competent in Spanish. Late in his life he learned Maori in New
Zealand. Darby had a strong influence on the American Bible Conference

movement, the Scofield Reference Bible, and fundamentalism.
Though from an aristocratic family (they owned a castle in Ireland), he gave

it all up to travel the world teaching the Bible, at times living a Spartan existence.

Darby was a graduate of Vestminster (Abbey) School and Trinity University
(Dublin), where he won the gold medal in classics as a teenager.

'This translation was "New" in 1869 and7l, so it is now usually called the

Darby Translation. Darby translated the Bible into French and German during
his continental ministries, and finished the NT and the Pentateuch in English

69
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God, there would be no need of grace. The very fact of the Lord being
gracious shows sin to be so evil a thing thar, man being a sinner, his state
is utterly ruined and hopeless, and nothingbutfree grace will do for
him-can meet his need.

'We must Iearn what God is to us, not by our own thoughts, but by
what He has revealed Himself to be, and that is, "Tbe God of all Grace."
The moment I understand that I am a sinful man, and yet that it was
because the Lord knew the full extent of my sin, and what im hateful-
ness was, that He came to me, I understand what grace is. Faith makes
me see that God is greater than my sin, and not that my sin is greater
than God. The Lord that I have known as laying down His life for me,
is the same Lord I have to do with every day of mv life. and all His deal-
ings with me are on rhe same principi", of groir. The great secrer of
growth is, the looking up to the Lord as gracious. How precious, how
strengthening it is to know that Jesus is at this moment feeling and ex-
ercising the same love towards me as when He died on the cross for me.

This is a truth that should be used by us in the most common every-
day circumstances of life. Suppose, for insrance, I find an evil temper in
myself, which I feel it difficult to overcome; let me bring it to Jesus as

my Friend, and virtue2 goes our of Him for my need. Faith should be
ever thus in exercise against temptations, and not simply my own ef-
fort; my own effort against it will never be sufficient. The source of real
strength is in the sense of the Lord being gracious. The narural man in
us always disbelieves Christ as the only source of strength and of eve.y
blessing. Suppose my soul is out of communion, the natural heart says,
" I must correct the cause of this before I can come to Christ, " but H e is
gracious; and knowing this, the way is to return to Him at once, just as
'LUe d,re, and then humble ourselves deeply before Him. It is only in Him
and from Him thar we shall find that which will restore our souls.
Humbleness in His presence is the only real humbleness. If we own
ourselves in His presence to be just zubat zae are, we shall find that He
will show us nothing 6ut grace.

It is Jesus who gives abiding resr to our souls, and not what our
thoughts about ourselves may be. Faith never rhinks about that which

before he died. First Samuel through Malachi were complered from his French
and German versions and published soon after his death. Darby himself used the
Authorized Version in his English-speaking ministries. His own very literal
work, with many scholarly footnotes, was for Bible study. It is still in print.

' Darby is no doubt using the word in the older scnse of "power" (cf. Latin
virtus and Luke 6:19, KJV). Ed.
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is in ourselves as its ground of rest; it receives, loves, and apprehends
what God has revealed, and what are God's thoughts about Jesus, in
whom is His rest. As knowingJesus to be precious to our souls, our eyes

and our hearts being occupied with Him, they will be effectually pre-
vented from being taken up with the vanity and sin around; and this too
will be our strength against the sin and corruption of our own hearts.
'Whatever I see in myself that is not in Him is sin, but then it is not think-
ing of my own sins, and my own vileness, and being occupied with them,

that will humble me, but thinking of the Lord Jesus, dwelling upon the
excellency in Him. It is well to be done with ourselves, and to be taken
up withJesus.'We are entitled to forget ourselves, we are entitled to forget
our sins, we are entitled to forget all but Jesus.

There is nothing so hard for our hearts as to abide in the sense of grace,

to continue practically conscious that we are not under law but under
grace;itisby grace that the heart is "established," but then there is noth-
ing more difficult for us really to comprehend than the fullness of grace,

the "Grace of God wberein we stand," and to walk in the power and

consciousness of it . . . It is only in the presence of God that we can know
it, and there it is our privilege to be. The moment we get away from the

presence of God, there will always be certain workings of our own
thoughts within us, and our own thoughts can never reach up to the
thoughts of God about us, to the "Grace of God."

Anything that I had the smallest possible right to expect could not be

pure, free grace-could not be the "Grace of God. . . " It is alone when
in communionwith Him that we are able to measure eaerytbingaccord-
ingto His grace . . .It is impossible, when we are abiding in the sense of
God's presence, for anything, be what it may-even the state of the
church-to shake us, for we count on God, and then all things become
a sphere and scene for the operation of His grace.

The having very simple thoughts of grace is the true source of our
strength as Christians; and the abiding in the sense of grace, in the pres-

ence of God, is the secret of all holiness, peace, and quietness of spirit'
The "Grace of God" is so unlimited, so full, so perfect, that if we get

for a moment out of the presence of God, we cannot have the true con-
sciousness of it, we have no strength to apprehend it; and if we attempt
to know it out of His presence, we shall only turn it to licentiousness. If
we look at the simple fact of what grace is, it has no limits, no bounds.
Be we what we may (and we cannot be worse than we are), in spite of
all that, what God is towards us is LOVE. Neither our joy nor our peace

is dependent on what we are to God, but on what He is to us, and this is
grace.
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Grace supposes all the sin that is in us, and is the blessed revelation
that, through Jesus, all this sin and evil has been pur away. A single sin
is more horrible to God than a thousand sins-nav. than all the sins in
the world are to us; and yet, with the fullest consciousness of what zre
are, all that God is pleased to be towards us is LOVE.

In Romans 7, the state described is that of a person quickened, but
whose whole set of reasonings center in bimself .. . he stops short of
grace, of the simple fact that, whatever be his state, let him be as bad as
he may, GOD IS LOVE, and only love towards him. Instead of look-
ing at God, it is all "I," "I," "L" Faith looks at God, as He has revealed
Himself in grace . . . Let me ask you, "Am I-or is my srare-rhe ob-
ject of faith?" No, faith never makes what is in my beart its object, but
God's reaelation of Hirnself in grace.

Grace has reference to what GOD is, and not to what we are, except
indeed that the very greatness of our sins does but magnify rhe extenr
of the "Grace of God." At the same time, we must remember that the
object and necessary effect of grace is to bring our souls into commun-
ion with God-to sanctify us, by bringing rhe soul to know God, and
to love Him; therefore the knowledge of grace is the true source of sanc-
tification.

The triumph of grace is seen in this, that when man's enmity had cast
out Jesus from the earth, God's love had brought in salvation by that
very act-came in to atone for the sin of those who had rejected Him.
In the view of the fullest development of man's sin, faith sees rhe fullest
development of God's grace.l have got away from grace if I have the
slightest doubt or hesitation about God's love. I shall then be saying, "I
am unhappy because I am not what I should like to be"; tbat is not the
question. The real question is, whether Godis whar we should like Him
to be, whetherJesus is all we could wish. If the consciousness of what
we are-of what we find in ourselves, has any other effect than, while ir
humbles us, to increase our adoration of what God is. we are off the
ground of pure grace. Is there distress and distrust in your minds ? See if
it be not because you are still saying and losing sight of God's
grace.

It is better to be thinking of what God is than of what we are. This
looking at ourselves, at the boftom is really pride, a want of the thor-
ough consciousness that we are good for notbing. Till we see this we never
look quite away from self to God. In looking to Christ, it is our privi-
lege to forget ourselves. True humility does not so mucb consist in
thinbing badly of oursehtes, as in not tbinhing of oursektes at all. I am
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too bad to be worth tbinhing about. Vhat I want is' to forget myself

and to look to God, who is indeed wofth all my thoughts. Is there need

of being humbled about ourselves? We may be quite sure that will do

it.
Beloved, if we can say as in Romans 7, "In me (that is' in my flesh)

dwelleth no good tbing," we have thought quite long enough about

ourselves; lei us then think about Him who thought about us with
thoughts of good and not of evil, long before we had thought of-our-

selves at all. iet us see what His thoughts of grace about us are, and take

up the vrords of faith, "If God be for us, who can be against us?"
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Vital Tbeological Issues: Examining Enduing Issues of Tbeology.P'oy
B. Zuck, General Editor. Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications,1994.
232 pp. Paper, $12.99.

This is the fourth volume in Kregel's Vital Issues Series. Eighteen ar-
ticles centered around crucial theological concerns are assembled from
Bibliotbeca Sacra, the journal published by Dallas Theological Seminary.
The articles span a wide range of dates (the 1930s, when Dallas took over
BibSac to the present) and subjects. Topics include such matters as

miracles, the sovereignty of God, inerrancy, hermeneutics,
dispensationalism, and premillennialism. The style is scholarly, yet quite
"user-friendly" for the layperson.

Some articles follow typical Calvinistic orientations, such as "Prayer
and the Sovereignty of God," "Is Foreknowledge Equivalent to Fore-
ordination?" and "The Role of the Holy Spirit in Conversion." Others
do not: "The Significance of Pentecost," "For'Whom Did Christ Die?"
and "The Purpose of the Law. " In "The Role of the Holy Spirit in Con-
version" the author stresses the Calvinistic doctrine of inability.
Unbelievers are said to be able to "comprehend divine revelation" and
to "articulate the terms of the gospel." Yet, they are unable to believe
divine truth. It is natural to ask, "How are unbelievers capable of "com-
prehending" truth but incapable of believingit?" Further, how is it that
nonChristians are unable to accept truth by faith but are still held ac-
countable for unbelief? Are people condemned for something they are

unable (not just unwilling) to do? Such questions are not addressed.
Since some of the articles were written several years ago, inadequa-

cies may arise. A few comments are outdated (e.g., postmillennialism
"has almost vanished"). Occasionally, current evangelical debate is not
clearly addressed. In the article, "Untold Billions: Are They Really
Lost?" there are no resources cited since 1980, despite the flare-up of
this issue among evangelicals in recent years.

Yet all the articles, including the one just mentioned, are relevant to
current trends, and some "voices from the past" (to use a/OZGES
phrase) seem uncanny in this regard. In "The Present Work of Christ
in Hebrews," the author disavows that Hebrews places any emphasis
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on Christ's present rulership over rhe world, despite the many commen-
tators who suggest it. This comment is pertinent to recent discussions
between classic and so-called progressive dispensationalism.

Those with theological interests should nor pass up rhe opportunity
to read two classic articles by Lewis Sperry Chafer, chief founder of Dal-
las Seminary, and one by AlvaJ. McClain, founder of Grace Theological
Seminary. In his article on the mediatorial ki.ngdom, McClain argues
quite reasonably that in Acts a valid offer of the kingdom was presented
to Israel and that this fact demands that the book be interpreted accord-
ing to its transitional nature.

Nearly half of these 18 articles touch on issues pertaining to the doc-
trines of salvation and sanctification. Of vital interest to the subject of
salvation are "Has Lordship Salvation Been Taught Throughout Church
History?" by Tom Lewellen and "The Terms of Salvation" by Chafer.
The latter was also the first "Voice from the Past" publish edby theJour-
nal of the Grace Evangelical Society in the autumn of 1988. I cannot avoid
expressing a personal note about the renewed joy I experienced in read-
ing again Dr. Chafer's description of the freeness of eternal life.

John F. Hart
Professor of Bible

Moody Bible Institute
Chicago,IL

The Ultimate Deception By Ray Comfort. S. Plainfield, NJ: Bridge
Publishing, Inc.,1993.269 pp. Paper $5.95.

This book is by an itinerant preacher from New Zealand, living in
Southern California, who is burdened about the Gospel and the need
to proclaim it clearly.'We are in total agreement on rhat.

He is against what he calls the "Jesus gives happiness" gospel
(pp. 15ff.). In this we are in full agreement as well.

The so-called converts of many evangelistic crusades today, Comfort
says, are illegitimate since the people do not hear the real Gospel. He
gives many examples of large numbers of "converts" at crusades, most
of whom never darken the door of churches one year later (cf. pp. 35-
39). Again, I agree.

Our final point of agreement concerns the need for people ro recog-
nize that they need salvation.
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The problem with this book is thatittoo presents a false gospel. Com-
fort holds to Lordship Salvation. Vhile he doesn't dwell at length on
what one must do to be saved-which surprised me. since the book
decries false practices-Comfort clearly indiiates that to gain eternal life
one must turn from his sins and makeJesus Christ his Lord (cf. pp. 15-
16, 148-50, 268).In addition, he says that if a person's works aren't holy
then he or she was never saved in the first place (cf. pp.186-90, 1.99-200).

This book is not particularly well organized;it's a bit difficult at times
to follow the point the author is trying to make. However, the book is
written in a popular style and will appeal to some. It appears that Com-
fort is a charismatic and that this book is directed primarily to
charismatics (pp. 8-10).

This book is for those who wish to have in their library a popular level
book defending Lordship Salvation.

Robert N. Vilkin
Associate Editor

Journal of tbe Grace Eaangelical Society
Irving, TX

Lord and Chist: Tbe Implications of Lordsbip for Faith and Life. By
Ernest C. Reisinger. Phillipsburg, NJ: P Sc R Publishing,1994.178 pp.
Paper $8.99.

Reisinger makes no effort to hide the fact that his theology comes from
the doctrinal constructs of men. Some of the sources he cites to define
terms and explain theology are: the'Westminster Confession of Faith,
the Baprist Confession of 1689, the Heidelberg Catechism, Tbe Psalter
of the Christian Reformed Church, Pilgrim's Progress, Puritan Samuel
Bolton, PuritanJohn Owen, David Brainerd, Robert L. Dabney, A. A.
Hodge, John Gerstner, R. C. Sproul, and J. I. Packer. Many of the quo-
tations of these sources are lengthy.

This book is not exegetical in nature. Vhile Reisinger does attempt
to use the Bible to support his arguments, he does so without careful,
detailed explanations of the text.

Reisinger repeats the offensive pejorative label for the Free Grace view,
tbe nonLordsbip position,used by MacArthur inFaitb.Works. This was
a poor choice. It causes gracious Lordship Salvationists (I have met some)
embarrassment and it offends many Reformed people. The continued
use of this label says agreat deal about the theology which would use it.
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Ve will continue to avoid returning evil for evil. (For example, we won't
call their position tbe nonGrace position.)

JOTGES readers will find several sections of the book particularly
interesting. Reisinger makes a number of unguarded statements. For
instance, he suggests that spurious faith, faith that won't save, "has Christ
as its object," "receives the Vord of God," and "cause[s] people to pre-
pare for the coming of the Lord" (pp. a3-aa). The texts he uses to support
these points are John 2:,23-24,Matt 13:20-21, and Matt 25:l-13.In this
section he comes close to convincing the reader that what he calls spu-
rious faithis actually saaingfaith. The chapters on assurance of salvation
and self examination (pp. 109-1a5) are well worth reading in this regard.
Of special interest is the section called "Six Directives for Proper Self-
Examination" (pp. 14l-a3). These include: "You must know what the
marks of a true Christian are," "Do not trust your heart's first
reaction . . . Your feelings may deceive you," "Do not rest on the marks
of grace for salvation," and "Don't come to conclusions about your
relationship to Christ when it is wintertime in your soul."

I recommend this book for well-grounded believers since it gives
additional insights into the thinking of Lordship Salvation partisans.

Robert N. \flilkin
Associate Editor

Journal of tbe Grace Evangelical Society
Irving, TX

Is tesas the Only Saviorl By Ronald H. Nash. Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1994.188 pp. Paper, $12.99.

This important book evaluates the growing influence of pluralism and
inclusivism as over against traditional Christian exclusivism. Pluralism
answers the title of the book with "No." Inclusivism answers the title
of the book with "Yes, but . . . " or that Jesus' death for our sins is the
necessary grounds for salvation,but explicit faib in Him is not neces-
sary. Nash defends exclusivism, which answers "Yes, period."

The author recognizes the emotional appeal of the two positions in
question because they seem to resolve tensions over the fate of the
unevangelized. But Nash finds them awash with difficulties.

He first discussesJohn Hick's pluralism, then turns to the inclusivism
of Clark Pinnock and John Sanders. In each case, Nash masterfully
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points out the logical, theological, and practical problems of both plu-
ralism and inclusivism. Most seriously, he shows how they undermine
or even deny the validity of statements of propositional truth, the ve-

racity of the Bible, and in the case of pluralism, the deity of Christ.

Ironically, adoption of either pluralism or inclusivism will work to
doom the masses that its proponents so want to include in salvation. Both
views, as also universalism (the belief that all people will be saved), take
the impetus out of missions. Instead of an imperative, evangelism be-

comes a nice suggestion.
.We 

should be alarmed at Nash's estimate of the influence of
inclusivism in evangelicalism. He claims over 50o/o of evangelical Chris-
tian denominational and missions leaders and theological educators are

inclusivists. If this is true, then his book is all the more important.
Nash's philosophical and biblical arguments against these false views

of salvation are well-aimed and powerful. On occasion his Reformed

theological position grates against Free Grace thinking, but these few

occurrences are incidental to his main arguments. In fact, I found it in-
teresting that a Reformed theologian was happy to refer to salvation in
unencumbered terms of "faith inJesus Christ" when removed from the
Lordship debate.

Those who are theologically inclined, or who are confronted by these

unbiblical views, will greatly appreciate this book. It is a valuable con-
tribution defending the uniqueness and the very heart of evangelical
Christianity.

Charles C. Bing
Pastor

Burleson Bible Church
Burleson. TX

Money,Possessions,and Etemity. By Randy Alcorn. S(heaton: Tyndale
House, 1989. 451pp. Paper, $10.95.

As a pastor, Alcorn set out to preach a three-message series on money'
His study led to this twenty-one chapter book with five appendices and

a study guide.
As a pastor, I too set out to preach a three-message series on money,

but like Alcorn, I soon discovered that there is too much said in the Bible
about the subject for anything less than a full series. Before I found his
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book, I read or perused a half dozen others on rhe subject. None came
close to this one in thoroughness, clariry, depth, and biblical accuracy.

Alcorn groups his chapters into four secrions. The first covers the
problems of materialism, rhe second deals with money and possessions
in relationship to eternity, the third concerns giving, and the fourth dis-
cusses how to handle money wisely and biblicallv.

Vhat will be most exciting ro grace-o.iented readers is his second
section, which discusses stewardship and eternal rewards. Here is aorac-
tical application of the grace view of re*"rds. His discussion is complete
and biblical. He is very careful to explain the difference between salva-
tion and rewards and the conditions for each.

Compared to what some others are saying in relation to the Chris-
tian and finances, Alcorn's perspective is refreshing. I read one book that
suggested that those who do not handle money wellmay not be going
to heaven! I also recently heard a popular Christian financial advisor on
the radio say that he thinks people who do not give adequare financial
support to their pastor are not Christians.

Every Christian faces daily decisions about stewardship issues. How
we handle our money and possessions may well be the greatest deter-
miner of rewards in eternity, as evidenced by the number of parables in
which Christ addressed stewardship and accompanying rewards for
shrewdness and faithfulness.

I recommend this book to everyone. It will be a valuable resource for
life, teaching, or preaching.

Charles C. Bing
Pastor

Burleson Bible Church
Burleson, TX

Tbe Eternal Sonsbip of Cbrist. By George W. Zeller and Renald E.
Showers. Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brorhers, 1993.127 pp. Paper, $8.99.

Several Evangelicals have recently concluded that Christ only became
the Son of God at His incarnation and therefore His Sonship was nor
eternal. ln Tbe Eternal Sonsbip of Christ,Zeller andShowers deal with
all the passages used to argue that view. They demonstrate persuasively
that the term "Son of God" relates to Christ's deity and is of an eternal
nature. Some additional points are given as to why this is an important
doctrine. Tbe Eternal Sonship of Cbrist consisrs of ten chapters and rwo
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appendices. It has several short chapters that outline the deity, preexis-

tence, and incarnation of Christ. The rest of the book deals with the

doctrine of Christ's eternal Sonship and why it is important.
Chapter 7,"The Meaning of the Term 'Son of God,"' is especially well

written. Showers demonstrates that the term "Son of God" has a three-
fold significance: It means that the Son is a separate Person from His
Father; the Son is the heir, not the servant; and the Son has the same

nature as His Father. The third point in particular was convincing, since

"Son of God" is used in several contexts that teach the deity of our Lord
(e.g. Heb l:2-3,8 andJohn 5:17-18)'

Appendix A contains a helpfularticle by S. Herbert Bess which origi-
nally appeared in the Grace Journal. It is entitled, "The Term 'Son of
God' in The Light of Old Testament Idiom." Bess traces the usage of
"Son" in the OT and shows how the term "Son of God" in the NT means

that Christ possessed the same nature as the Father.
I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in studying rs-

sues related to the deity of Christ.

R. Michael Duffy
Missionary
The Hague

Netherlands

Tbe Power of His Presence. By Adrian Rogers. \J7heaton: Crossway
Books, 1995. l9l pp. Cloth, $14.99.

This motivating book for Christians by Southern Baptist Pastor
Adrian Rogers merits a somewhat mixed review, I believe. First, four
points of commendation are in order.

First, it is a book on the inner, or spiritual, life. We need more of these

"to be" books; we are swamped with "to do" books.
Second, Rogers roots the spiritual life where it must be rooted, in the

presence of God in us. Many have made the mistake of rooting the spiri-
tual life in its evidences, such as purity or power. Thetitle is misleading,

but the book does not make that mistake. Admittedly, the theme sen-

tence is jarring. "Real salvation," it intones, "is not merely about getting
man out of earth into heaven. It is also about getting God out of heaven

and back into man" (pp. i*, 42). But one can overlook a bit of question-
able logic when the subject is as sublime as the Presence of God within
man.
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Third, the author wisely uses rhe biblical type of the OT tabernacle
and temple as his cenrral metaphor for God's presence. This leads him
down biblical paths ro fruitful applications, such as that all of life is sa-
cred and none of it secular for us who are full-time temples (pp.26-25).
lJnfortunately, he also leads the reader down some speculative trails. It's
not so certain, for example, that the tabernacle was tripartite because God
is a Trinity (p. l6), and even less likely that it illumines rhe rripartite
nature of man (pp. 17-20). Here, as elsewhere, distinctions are drawn
too neatly. Accuracy is sacrificed on the altar of homily; interpretation
makes way for alliteration. Still, the metaphor is interesting.

Fourth, Rogers scores some valuable points when he sreps up to face
some of the great issues of salvation and the spiritual life:

The Spirit-filled life is the normal Christian life (p. a8).

The filling of the Spirit in Eph 5:18 is a process, not a crisis
(p. 56).

There are carnal, deformed Christians (pp.72-71.

Christians out of fellowship with God are subject to repeated spiri-
tual failure, satanic corruption, addiction, and destruction (pp. 112-23).

Regular confession of sin for forgiveness is necessary for daily fellow-
ship with God (p. 110).

God will forgive us only if we forgive others (p. 138).

Assurance of salvation is vital. "The lack of assurance is a great prob-
lem among Gods people. Living without assurance is like driving with
your parking brake on" (p.157).

Unfortunately, it is just here that Rogers is most contradictory and
confusing. He closes the book with not one, but two presentations of
eternal security. But chapters 12 and 13 are so disparate that one won-
ders if Rogers himself wavers berween two opinions.

Chapter 12 is entitled "Blessed Assurance." It is anything but that,
since it offers a three-legged stool of assurance: my presenr faith in
Christ, my present behavior, and God's work and word and witness.
That's a shaky stool, since as any reader of the previous chapters might
testify, two of those legs totter because rhey are legs of flesh.

By the end of chapter 13, there is no assurance left for people who do
not have "a burning desire to live for God" or for those who do not "love
the church" or for those who fail to keep "all of God's commandmenrs"!
Feeling the pinch, Rogers announces that "keep His commandments"
really just means" desire to keep His commandments," but it won't wash.
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One suspects that Rogers is aware of his confusion, but that his mis-
reading of t John 2-3 andJames 2 occasionally drives him to preach a

conditional assurance.
In contrast, the final chapter establishes our eternal security on seven

sturdy pillars, all firmly planted in heaven. Here our assurance is founded
on Christ's statement (|ohn 5:24) that our eternal life began the moment
we believed (p. 182). This rings true. It also rebuts the statement 20 pages

earlier that the only belief that matters for assurance is "right-now be-

lief." One cannot believe both chapter 12 and chapter 13. If Adrian
Rogers is wavering between these two opinions, we hope he chooses

the latter.
Jim Congdon

Pastor
Topeka Bible Church

Topeka, KS

Hard Sayings of Jesus. By F. F. Bruce. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 1983. 265 pp. Paper, $10.99.

The obvious purpose of F. F. Bruce's Hard Sayings of Jesus, is to make

difficult teachings of Jesus easier to understand. Yet, Bruce's theology
makes them impenetrable. Don't misunderstand, the book does offer
some valuable insights. Bruce's historical and cultural knowledge is of-
ten illuminating. But his theological bias dominates his interpretations
and makes many hard sayings even harder.

One example of this is in chapter 48, where Bruce discusses Mark
10:25,"ltis easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for
a rich man to enter the kingdom of God." Referring to the rich man,
he writes, "His record in keeping the commandments was

unimpeachable . . . and Jesus said nothing to suggest that his claim was

exaggerated. But, lo test tbe strength of his commitment,iesus bade him
to sell his property and distribute the proceeds among the poor (p' 180,

emphasis mine).
This approach is especially dangerous because it leads to a works or

Lordship approach to salvation. Bruce doesn't see Jesus exposing the
rich man's total inability-and thus his need for a Savior. No, he feels

that even the disciples "had not realized,perhaps, just how stringent the

terms of entry into the kingdom were-and are" (p. 181).

Jesus' explanation of Mark 10:24 "How hard it is for those who trust
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in riches to enter the kingdom of God" (contained in the vast majority
of manuscripts) is explained away. Bruce writes, "This could be an at-
tempt to soften the hardness of his words, making it possible for a reader
to comfort himself with the thoughr; 'I have riches, indeed, but I do not
trust in them: I am all right."' However, the problem was exactly whar
Jesus said. People naturally trusr in themselves, their goodness, their
merit, not in Christ Jesus, for salvation. Increased wealth can lead to
increased self-dependence and self-righteousness.

Another example of Bruce's theological bias appears when he quores
an epigram translated "Believe, and thou hast eaten," to explain how we
should respond to Jesus as the Bread of life (p. 24). Bruce then goes on
to cite favorably the interpretation of Bernard of Clairvaux: "Bernard
expounds the words 'he who eats my flesh and drinks my blood has
eternal life' as meaning: 'He who reflects on my deatb, and after my
example mortifies bis mernbers wbich are on earth, has eternal life'-in
other words, If you suffer with me, you will also reign with me" (italics
mine). Thus Bruce appears to agree that mortifying one's members and
suffering are part of believing. But this kind of interpretation torpedoes
the grace of God. It is salvation by works, not by grace.

These are but two examples of the author's approach. But they are
illustrative of his grid. Bruce equates the demands of the Gospel with
the demands of discipleship, and believing with good works. By doing
so, he misleads people to believe a "gospel" that is not good news at all.

Dan Hauge
Pastor

Tabernacle Baptist Church
George, IA

lohn tbe Maaerick Gospel. By Robert Kysar. Louisville, KY:
'$fl'estminster{ohn Knox Press, 1993. Revised edition. 157 pp. Paper,
$12.99.

\When I first began reading this book I had high hopes of finding some
worthwhile observations within it, despite the author's liberal creden-
tials. And I was encouraged, while still on the first page of the preface,
when I read that this introduction to John was specifically organized to
draw its readers into the pages of the Gospel itself rather than to func-
tion as a substitute for personal interaction with the biblical text.
However, it took only a few pages before the author's antisupernatural
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assumptions became painfully obvious. vhile Dr. Kysar-admits that he

doesni know who wrore the Gospel or whether the author was a man

or a woman, he can definitely rwle out the man traditionally assumed to

be the human author-John rhe son ofzebedee. This served as a Pre-
view for his consistently liberal views throughout the book. In his

discussion of the relationship between the Gospel of John and the syn-

optic Gospels, Kysar directly quesrions the historicity of both, asking,
.Vhich oi rh. t*o accounr; (if either)-the Synoptics or the Fourth

Gospel-is historically accurate?" (p. 6). \rhile he simply assumes that

John and the Synoptics can't possibly be reconciled, he more than once

.idi"ul., anyone who would i,rgg.r, possible harmonizations. So much

for objectivity!
As far as sources are concerned, Kysar believes that there are three

major and "different" (read contradictory) " ffaditions" found in the NT'
one is represented by the Synoptic Gospels, a second is represented by

the Gospel of John, ""d " 
third ;s represented by the writings of Paul.

He thus is f..e to say, "I wanr to stress at the beginning of this intro-

duction to the religious thought of the Fourth Gospel that it represents

a unique form of-early Christian thought' It is a heterodox form of
Cbristianity,at least when compared with the other literature in the New

Testament" (p.2, italics added).
In the body of the book, one finds chapters on the Sonship ofJesus,

dualism in John, the concept of faith in the Fourth Gospel, Johannine
eschatology, and John as the Universal Gospel. Throughout these pages

Kyr"r doei what liberal theologians tend to do-add an "extra step" to

his exegesis. That is, after describing "what the author says," he. goes on

,o ."p[i' that away by revealing "what the real meaning should be for

-od... readers.,' 'ihus while Kysar will admit that the author of the

Fourth Gospel wrote ro reveal that Jesus was "a divine, heavenly be-

ing" he will also tell us that in reality Jesus was only a very enlightened

human being.
Chapter tf,ree, ..Seeing is Believing-Johannine Concepts of Faith"

will be especially disapptinting to members of the Grace F,vangelical

Society. Kysar sees a categorical difference between what he labels "signs

faith,' and ,.marure faith." And he makes a serious exegetical error in

srating that ,.believe" means "personal allegiance" to Jesus (p. 93). Near

the eni of this chapter he makis the incredible statements, "The Fourth

Evangelist .t"rr.,- ,]r., the noun 'faith' or 'belief,' but always and- only

th" rre.b .to believe.' what does this mean? Faith is not a state of being

but a dynamic becoming. If faith is always a verb, that surely implies
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that faith is not something one does once and for all time. Rather. faith
as a verb means that believing is a decision made once only to have to be
made over and.over again, or a gift accepted not once but again and again.
Faith is a continuing dynamic, not 

" 
,i"t. of being', (p.Si).

. In summary, this work is not recommended.*..pf to those who are
intere.sted in.examining how the liberal mindset expiains away the clear
meaning and intent of the Gospel of John. This book is a sai example
of how "modern scholarship" can completely misread both the basic
narrative and the underlying theology of the Bible generally and the
Fourth Gospel in particular.

Brad McCoy
Pastor

Tanglewood Bible Fellowship
Duncan, OK

D_eceioed by. the Ligbt. By Doug Groothuis. Eugene, OR: Harvest
House Publishers, 1995. 203 pp. paper, $g.99.

This excellent book is both a detailed biblical response to the popular
(but sadly heretical) bestseller Embraced by the L'ightby Betty E'adie,
and a_synthetic analysis.of ''Near-Death Experienir" li.toEg gener-
ally...In a review published in the Autumn 1994 issue of /ozirs; r
briefly evaluated Mrs. Eadie's manifesto. rn Deceiaed by ti" Light,Dr.
Doug Groothuis, Assistant Professor of philosophy of Religion and
Ethics ar Denver Seminary, interacts in detail withM.s. Eadieis widely
read description of her NDE. Groothuis demonsrrates that not only does

frer story contradict itself, but more importantly it contradicts many key
biblicaltruths.

However, don't be misled by the title. Although this book begins with
and thoroughly interacts with Mrs. Eadie's book, Deceizted byihe t;gbt
t: -u+ more than just a response to her Embraced by tbe-Ligbt.br.
Groothuis displays an impressive amount of research and refleJtion on
much of the standard literature on Near-Death Experiences in a read-
able form that will benefit anyone interested in thisiascinating subject.
G-roothuis synthesizes the writings of NDE pioneers such as {"y-o.rd
Yo9dy, Kenneth Ring, Michael Saboom, Melvin Morse, ".,j Srrr".,
Blackmore, among others. The reader is thus exposed to a huge amount
of primary material, and herein lies a large part of the value of tf,is worth-
while book.

The book consists of ten chapters (including "Betty and the Light,"
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"\fhat Happens in a Near-Death Experience?", and "The Bible and the

N"".-Deaih Experience"). The Appendix, "Is It All in the Brain?", re-

futes the -"jo. 
^arguments 

that t".k to explain away the transcendental

reality of "f NO'nr by means of physiological or pharmacological

mecnanlsms,
Dr. Groothuis's final conclusion is that it would be unwise to build a

theology of life after death based exclusively on the subjective and some-

times Jntradictory data of NDEs. F{owever, he does believe that some

NDEs are in fact valid experiences of a spiritual interface between life

and death. But his basic premise, thar all members of the Grace Evan-

gelical Society will strongly appreciate, is that NDEs, like all subjective

!*p.ri..,..r, must be 
".,"Ir"t.d 

by the objective, ultimate lens of the

Scriptures.
Aithough the book lacks a Scripture index, its value is enhanced by

an excellent annotated bibliography and endnotes'

Brad McCoY
Pastor

Tanglewood Bible FellowshiP
Duncan. OK

Guih-Free Living. By RobertJeffress.'wheaton: Tyndale House Pub-

lishers, 1995.256 pp. Cloth, $15.99.

According to the author the purpose of his book is to help the 
-r-eader,.eliminare thor. ,.r.r.e"listic, self-imposed expectations about different

life areas" that cause a person to *allo* around in guilt and never truly

enjoy life (p. 5). Jeffress believes that God has reasonable and attainable

standards for the various areas of one's life, which when met, can create

a sense of ..closure-rhe assurance that we have done enough" (p. 5).

Hopefully Guih-Free Living is likely to have the same widespread

impac^t on the christian community asbooks like Swindoll'sTbe Grace

Awabeningand Hodges's Grace in Eclipse.Indeed, these books share a

similar pri.ir.. Jeffress suggests that most believers spend 
-their-lives

trying to prove their worthiness before God by "performing" fo.r Him.

E,r.j.li..,ers who would fight to the death for the doctrine of salva-

tion by faith apart from *orks often get caught in the 'works web'"

Although saved apart from works, many believe in practice that accep-

t".,." .6-., through striving to reach a higher goal. However, true
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acceptance in the christian life comes not from doing more and more
and more but from doing "enough,'(chap. 1).

To some christians this.book might be viewed as soft on sin. But guilt-
free living, says Jeffress, is nor about denying the reality of ,i, ii or.
lives. Some people, he says; feel.gui-lty b.."ul" they ari guilty (p. 2l).
Yet once we have accepted Godts free gift of .t..n.l life"ani tii. fo.-
giveness of sin that accomqal!91it, "guilt-?ee existence" is quite possibre
and more.importantlv-it's biblical (p. zt).Moses, Solomon, Nehemiah,
Paul, and even the Lord Jesus all experienced closure in their lives
(p. 1l).That is,.they knew when they had done enough.

. Jeffress goes beyond principle into practical applica'tion in his book.
Afte-r laying a solid biblical foundation, he p.o."ed, ro demonsrrate how
the freedom.fromguilt and self-impored ir.rsrr.es can affect many ar_
eas of one's life. A few areas toucheJon areia..iage, Bible ,tudy, -ln.y
management, work, and ministry (this is an especially good ciraprer).

At a time when christian bookstores are fillei with bo*oks whicir place
unrealistic-often impossible-demands on believers, this book is a lib-
erating breath of fresh air. It's an accurare and profound harmonization
of the Free Grace doctrine of salvation with t^he doctrine of sanctifica-
tion. Don't just read this book. Read it and pass it on to others.

J. B. Hixson
Pastor

Tremonr Baptist Church
Tremont, IL

Amazing_ _Grya Hym! Tex* for Deaotional Use. Edited by Bert
Polman, Marilyn Kay Stulken, and James R. Sydnor. Louisville, Ky:'Westminster{ohn Knox Press, 1994. 310 pp. paper, $tS.SS.

It is a pleasure for one who.already reads a hymn every day, along
with the Bible and a devotional classii, to review a book that p.o-o,",
this practice which is so enriching ro a person's spiritual life.

A leading hymnologist, Louis Fitz-Cerald Berrso.r, is quoted in the
gr5face on why a "home hymnal" with just words and ,,o -uric is help-
ful: "Hymns that are not made pe.sonaliy familiar by devotional .."Ji.,g
have not much spiritual influence . . . It is only the p...ed.nt 

"oo.oo.i"_tion of the hymn's message by each individuar i."rt th"t -"kJ, it.
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congregational singing worthwhile" (p. vii).
Tf,. f,y-nt a.e di.,iJed into four categories: God, Jesus Christ, Holy

Spirit, and christian Life. These in turn have subdivisions. There is also

an 
,.Ind.* of Authors, Translators, and sources" and an "Index of First

Lines and Titles."
The hymns range from the early christian centuries to the 1990s, and

represenr -".ry t."ditions of christianity. The book is rich in well-writ-
te.r, biblically sound hymns that can stand alone without music to put

them across.

As in any hymnary, rhere are bound to be a few selections that some

of us *on'i like. However, this book is well worth adding to your daily

devotions' 
Arthur L. Farstad

Editor

Journal of tbe Grace Eaangelical Society

Dallas. TX

Blessed Caktary: A Full Color Visual Presentation of Salaation Inttita-

tions. Str eamwood, IL: AVANA Clubs International, n.d. 23 - minute

video. $14.95.

Dave Breese, head of christian Destiny, Inc., narrates this excellent

training video. It is used by AVANA Youth Ministries to train those

*ho *l.k with children and young people in how to share the Gospel

clearlv. (A\yANA is a Free Grace ministry which currently ministers

to +S6,OdO youth in the United States and thousands more in Tl foreign

countries.)
The video discusses 16 common Gospel invitations today' Examples

of invitations which are found to6e misleading are: "vill you give your

heart to Christ?" "Vill you surrender your life to Christ?" "Are you

willing to forsake all your sins to obtain salvation?" and "Right now

askJesus to come into your heart'"
Ela-ple, of clearinvitarions are: "Vill you accept the LordJesus and

t.urt Him as your own personal Savior?" "\Will you believe that Jesus

took your p1""" o.r the iross?" "Christ died for your sins. Believe and

trusr ilim personally, and you will be saved," and "Right now believe

that Chrisipaid the price in full for your past, present, and future sins."

An explanation is given as to why each of the misleading appeals is

wrong. Th. 
"pp""l, 

"Vrill yon surrender your life to Christ?" draws this
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criticism on rhe video: "surrender implies 'giving everything, to the
Lord, while salvation is accepting the work of christ on our behalf as a
free gift. This invitation is the reverse of scriptural teaching. 'we are saved
by-receiving rather than by giving flohn 1:12). The appeal of surrender
is fitting only for a believer to yield his life to obedlint service to the
Lord. such an appeal cannot be used for salvation. The expression'vield'
in Romans 6 and 'present' in Romans 12, both of which apply to be-
lievers, are calls to obedience and the need for dedicating one;s life to
God's will' Do not confuse rhese expressions and.on."pti with accept-
ing and believing for salvation."

_This video is powerful. It is not only an excellent training tool for
christian workers. It is also a fine evangelistic tool for the-religious
unbeliever.

lvhile there may be a few fine points with which some of our readers
will mke exception (e.g., faith as accepting the facts of the Gospel p/zs
trusting in christ), JoTGES readers will very much appreci"te this
video.

Robert N. Vilkin
Associate Editor

Journal of tbe Grace Eaangelical Society
Irving, TX



PERIODICAL REVIE\TS

"Evangelical Antinomianism: The Theology of Zane^Hodges and

;osepliOitlow and the Grace Evangelical Society," George Zeller,

Middletown [CT] Bible Church, n.d', pp' 1-41'

Recently I received a call from aJOTGES subscriber who was upset

by 
" 

p"p"i given out at htr church by a visiting speaker' The paper was

a two-page summary of this 41-page document'

A, the Jubtitle suggests, Zeller'spaper is, in a sense, an attack onZane

Hodges, Joseph Dillo*, and the Grace Evangelical Society' It, is not'

ho*&.., 
" 

f.ontal assault. Rather, it is a blindside attack somewhat like

thc time a backup quarterback for the Cowboys sneaked up behind

Roger Staubach and hit him from behind.

Iis a bit hard to follow the organizational structure of the paper. There

are 35 first level headings in 4ipages, an enormous amount of parallel

information. Here are ,J-. of tl-r. first level headings: Background, TDe

Gospel Under Siege,Tbe Hungry Inberit,Heirs of the Kingdom (1 Cor

6:9-l l), The Overcomers in Rivelation Chapters 2-3,Can a Saved Per-

son Totally Abandon the Faith? (Heb 1O:39), Can a Good Tree Bring

Forth Bad Fruit? (Matt 7:15-16,18), Can a Saved Person Have a Dead

Faith? Qas 2:14-26), The Relationship Between Good works and Sal-

vation, Lan 
" 

Saued Person Deny Christ? (Matt 10:32-33;2Trm2:12-13)'

can a Saved Person Be characterized as an Evil Doer? (3 John 1 1; John
5:2g; Rom 2:6-10), can a True Believer continue in Sin and Persist in

Sin? (1John 3:9-10;5:18), "Those Vho Have Part in the First Resur-

rection;-Is This an Exclusive Group of Saved People? (Rev 20:6; Phil

3:11), Saved But Not Led (Rom 8:14), "Salvation Ready to Be Revealed"

(Bui b"ly for the Spiritual Few!) (1 Pet 1:5), Assurance of Salvation and

bo.rti.rrrr.r." in the Faith, Did Paul Always Assume His Readers Vere

Saved?, security *JTithout Purity?, Should Personal'wickedness Hinder

one's Assura.,.. of Salvation?, This ve Believe (The IFCA doctrinal

booklet's starement on assurance is quoted and commented on here),

and, The Position of Early Dispensationalists'
All of those sections deai *ith assurance of salvation in some way. The

paper would have been easier ro follow if it limited itself to five or six

ou.."..hing quesrions regarding assurance. For example, Zeller could

91
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have classified all of the above under the following major headings: in-
troduction, assurance and good works, assurance 

".ri 
opor,"ry, 

"r.,i.".r."and the views of the IFCA and early dispensationalirts, ani'assurance
and the doctrine of rewards.

. The typestyle of zeller's critique makes it hard to read as well. There
rs an excessive amounr of bold face type and repeated use of obtrusive
and distracting large fonts. Beyond ihese o.ga.rizatio.rar and stylistic
matters, there are four major problems with the paper.

First' it is filled with many unfair implications aLout *hat Hodges,
pi.llow' and GES (henceforth referred io 

"s 
the Free Grace position)

believe. It is misleading, to say the least, ro asserr that the Free Grace
position is "a doctrinal position that insists a person can depart from
the faith, deny Christ totally, persist in sin, stop being a b.Ii"r,"., 

"rrdyet still be counted among those who are truly r.rred,, (rr--"ry p"p".,p 1) This implies that the Free Grace positionpro motes apostasy, de_
nial.of christ, and persistence in sin, which is totally ,r.r,.u.. Aciually
,.h. T:: Grace_position strongly insists on the need ftr holiness, *,t o_
dox faith' confession, and repentance. It is misleading for zener to fall
to at least admit that Hodges, Dillow, and GES do .ill their readers to
holiness' Possibly he could explain why such calls are invalid. However,
to fail to menrion them when_they pei',rade the literature is deceptive.

_. 
Second, Zeller's position undercuts grace, yet without doing so op.nly.

If a person can't be saved simply by i.ustitrg in christ 
^r,d 

iJi- .1o.,.,
then how indeed can he be saved? His answir is that a person can only
be saved by trusring in Christ and by subsequently liaing a boty ltfe.
obedience is added as a de facto.onii,ion of 

",..n"1 
salua"tio.,. t 

'"ilu."
to live for God disqualifies a believer from erernal salvarion. (Zeller says
that such a believer is a false professor and that he never tr)ry b"E"rrd
in the first place. Yct he acknowledges that such a person *", t.urti.rg
in christ and Him alone for eternal life. He.,c., s"uing faith is more than
trusting in Christl)

Third, Zeller hides his disbelief in full assurance of salvation. He clearly
implies that it's not possible for anyone to be 1oo% sure of his or her
salvation. rnzeller's view, any believer is a possible farse professor. A
person can'r determine if he or she is a true believer by looiing at what
he or she is trusting in for eternal life. Instead, o.r. -rr, look"to o.r.,,
works to see if they correspond to the marks of a true believer as found
in Scripture. However, this can't possibly lead to assurance of salvation.
First, one could never be 1oo% zu." th"i he has the marks of a true be-
liever, whatever those are. Second, even if a person could bc sure he had
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those marks today, he couldn't be sure that tomorroo he might not fall

from the faith and prove to be a false professor.

Fourth, Zeller fails to give a fair explanation of the way Hodges'

Dillow, and GES deal with problem texts. \flhere all three give pages of

discussion to develop their explanations, Zeller gives a brief synopsis,

often of only a fe* sint"nces. The reader can't hoPe to get a good pic-

ture of the argument involved'
Zeller triedlo cover too much ground in too little space with too little

organization and too much typographical "hyp.."

'Evangelicals and Catholics Together," John F. MacArthur, Jr., Tbe

Master's Seminary Journal, Spring 1995, pp. 7 -37 -

This journal article is a critique of the doctrinal accord signed by some

Evangelical and Roman Catholic leaders. It is an excerPt from a book

entitGd Rechless Faitb: 'lVhen tbe Cburcb Loses Its Will to Discern
(Vheaton: Crossway, 1 994).

Except for a brief section in which Dr. MacArthur labels the Free

Grace position as "antinomianism" (pp.24-25), one reading this- review

might gain the impression that MacArthur himself holds to the Free

Grace position. only in that section do we find any hint that in order

to be sa.red one musr do anything other than rrusr in christ alone for
eternal life (though on p. 31 he briefly notes that if good works, obedi-

ence, and sanctification do not follow justification then the individual
was not really justified in the first place). In fact, in the conclusion he

speaks of .,the one who offers full salvation freely to those who trust

Him" and of "the gospel of grace" (p. 35)'

\Xlhy is MacArthur's Lordship Salvation theology not prominent in

this article? The reason may well be that he "softened" his presenration

so as to reach more people with his message. Surely he realizes thatmost

Free Grace people also oppose the doctrinal accord between Evangelicals

and Catholics. Vhile softening one's presentation of the gospel to gain

alarger audience is a common practice today, it is uncharacteristic of
MacArthur. Normally he emphasizes his view of the gospel.
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It is somewhat surprising that MacArthur attacks the catholic view
of the gospel. MacArthur has been publicly charged with holding a vrew
of the gospel which is essentially Roman'catho"lic. At the 19g9 annual
meeting of the Evangelical rheological Society in San Diego, califor-
nia, Dr. Earl Radmacher responded to a pap". by MacArihur. In his
response' printed in the March 1990 Journal of the Eaangericar Theo-
logical society, he said, "I fear rhar some .r....r, definitioni of faith and
repentanc€ are not paving the way back to wittenburg [the starting point
of-the Reformation] but, rather, paving the road b".[ io Rome,' ip. +O;.
After commenting on the fallacy of the Lutheran-Roman cathoiic dia-
logue of 1983, he concluded thar "the sraremenr sounds terribly similar,
however, to much that I hear from the advocates of 'lordship saluation.",
(p.a1).

_ 
There are, of course, areas of disagreement between Rcformed Lord-

ship Salvation and Roman catholic Lordship Salvation (e.g., baptismal
regenerarion). However, some of MacArthur's criticisms oT th" 

^c"th.r-

lic view of the gospel can and have been used against him, even by other
Reformed theologians.

- Forexample, MacArthur criticizes Rome for denying justification by
faith alone. He charges (rightly) that Rome teaches iurtifi."tio., bv faith
plus works. Yet MacArthur does the same thing by arguing that sauing
faith includes obedience. Reformed theologian M;.trJ"t dorton criti-
cized MacArrhur on exactly this point. He wrote: "To suggest that faith
is obedience is to confuse justification with sanctificationi'and ..Is 

rhere
really any difference between saying that one is justified by faith plus
works (that is, obedience) and saying one is justified by faitir 

"1o.,., 
but

faith includes works (obedience) in its definition, and until one's iaith
is obedient, it is not justifying? Surely not. If obedience is a work (and
who would deny this?), and 'faith is humble, submissive, obedience,,
then MacArthur is telling us that faith is works" (cbrist tbe Lord, p.3g).

MacArthur is so adamantly against possible abuses of grace (cf. Rom
6:1ff.) that he unwittingly promotes thar which he critiJizes in this re-
view.

Three parts of the critique were helpful. First, this accord zi danger-
ous. If catholics succeed in getting Proresranrs to think of theri as
christians, then it makes it much easier for catholics to convert pror-
estants to their position. Therefore, I am glad that someone else is
warning people that the catholic view of the gospel is unbiblical-even
if his own view of the gospel is also unbiblical. 

^

Second, MacArthur wrote to and received replies from many of the
Evangelical leaders who signed the accord. In tleir responses ih.y 

"*-
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plained why they signed it. Their reasons are stated and critiqued by
MacArthur (pp.17-20ff.). This section is outstanding.

Third, Dr. MacArthur is right in saying that the key to this discus-

sion is justification by faith alone (pp' 25-3L). Most Roman Catholics
acknowledge justification by grace through faith. They deny, however,
justification by grace through faith alone.Ylhile MacArthur is guilty of
ih. ra-. error, he rightly points out that this distinction renders the

gospel according to Rome a "damning heresy" (p- 25). Too bad he

doesn't see that that applies to his own gospel as well.
A well-grounded believer may find some value in this article. It is

especially helpful if one reads it with the realization that MacArthur's
objections apply well to his own view of the gospel.





A HYMN OF GRACE

FRANCES A. MOSHER
Pianist

Christ Congregadon
Dallas, Texas

ROCKOFAGES
Rock of ages, cleft for me,

Let me hide myself in Thee;

Let the water and the blood,
From Thy riven side which flowed,
Be of sin the double cure,
Cleanse me from its guilt and power.

Not the labor of my hands

Can fulfill Thy law's demands;
Could my zealno respite know,
Could my tears forever flow,
All for sin could not atone'
Thou must save, and Thou alone.

Nothing in my hand I bring,
Simply to Thy cross I cling;
Naked, come to Thee for dress,
Helpless, look to Thee for grace;

Foul, I to the fountain fly;
'\U(ash me, Saviour, or I die.

Vhilst I draw this fleeting breath,
\tr7hen my eyestrings break in death;
r$flhen I soar through ffacts unknown,
See Thee on Thy judgment throne,
Rock of ages, cleft for me,

Let me hide myself in Thee.

-Augustus 
M. Toplady (1740-t778)
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The text for "Rock of Ages" first appeare d in Tbe Gospel Magazine,
a British publication, in 1776.It was printed as the climax ro an arricle
by its author, Augusrus M. Toplady.l In the over two hundred years
since its introduction it has surely become one of the best known and
best loved hymns of the English-speaking church. Its strong declara-
tion of Christ and His work on the cross as man's only hope of salvation
from the judgment his sin deserves, earns ir a place of io.ro. among
hymns of grace.

The analogy of Christ to a rock has its roots in Scriprure. Alluding to
the Israelites during their wilderness wanderings, Paul writes, "For they
drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them, and that Rock was
Christ" (1 Cor 10:4). Paul is apparently referring ro rhe evenr recorded
in Exod 12:6. Moses, at God's command, struck the rock in Horeb,
miraculously bringing forth a needed supply of water for God's people.
The physical rock is a picture of Christ being struck to provide the
"water" needed to sarisfy sinful man's spiritual need. In addition, there
are numerous OT references to the Lord as a "Rock" or "Rock of sal-
vation. "

The specific picture of Christ as a rock split open (cleft) to provide a
place of spiritual refuge for sinful people is surely drawn from Moses'
experience recorded in Exod 33:20-23. Because Moses, a fallen man,
could not see God's face and live, God Himself protecred Moses by
placing him in the cleft of a rock as He passed by. In like manner, by
being hidden in Christ, the Rock cleft on his behalf at rhe cross, tne
believer is sheltered from the eternal death he would face when he srands
before a holy, righteous God.

Augustus Toplady was saved at the age of sixteen and later became a

respected minister in the Anglican Church. \fhile many grace-oriented
Christians today have grear respecr and admiration forJohn and Charles
Vesley, Toplady did not. The article which introduced "Rock of Ages"
was written to refute some of the Arminian teachings of the \Wesleys,

particularly their belief in man's free will. Toplady held to a strong
Calvinist view of election. Vhile not all grace-oriented Christians will
agree with Toplady's stand on election, all can surely rejoice in this hymn
which so effectively states the clear scriptural teaching regarding man's
utter inability to in any way offer God anything ro earn or merit salva-
tion. "Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according
to His mercy He saved us . . . " (Titus 3:5a).

I Kenneth W. Osbeck, Amazing Grace (Grand Rapids, Kregel Publications,
1990).114.



Hymn of Grace: \6ck of Ages

"Toplady," the hymn tune mosr often used today in the United States

for singittg"Rock oi Ages,' was written in 1830 by Dr. Thomas Hastings

(17 84 -i 8r4. B orn in Vashington, Connecticut, Hastings compiled. 53

hymn collections and compoied as many as 600 hymns during a life-

dme devoted to church music.
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